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1INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper, perhaps inadequately con-
veyed by the title, is to determine whether or not such a
movement as consumers' cooperation is adaptable to American
ways and ha!- its and, also, to determine if it v/ill meet with
any decree of success in the future. It has already obtained
a remarkable position in European ana other foreign countries.
However for many reasons it has been less successful here.
So, having traced the development of consumers' cooperation,
listed and f is cussed its benefits and problems, t he final
stem is to conclude -by predicting what may be expected of
these societies in die United States.
The problem becomes one of determining, a r ter a
thorough study of each, whether tie advantages surpass the
difficulties thus calling for our immediate and whole-hearted
support or whether the protler s exceed the benefits to such
an extent that it would \ e better if we ceased all effort to
make cooperation a success.
There can be little do V t of the significance of the
cooperating; movement whe one looks at the prominent osi-
tion it holds in the world today. There are one hundred
million members in one hundred and ninety-three tho sand
q
societies, representing forty-three countries, consolidated
into the International Cooperative alliance to ' or’ the
world’s largest economic organization. The total membership
—
.
„
~Qfr ~Cooperat ivVs in America, Literar y Digest
(October 17, 1936) p.44.

2in one or another of the various types of cooperative socie-
ties is one hundred and thirty-nine million, five hundred
thoi sar c . O’ this total ninety—t roe million, five hundr<
<
thousand or over sixty-seven per cent of the existing mem-
1
tors
1
in is included in consumers’ cooperatives.
This membership represents one person out of every
twenty or one fai ily n every five, in the ;otal jopulation
of the world. In many towns t. ere are more nerlers t - an
families. Host of t is has ; een attained in the last thirty
years for at the beginning of the century the membership was
three million, six hundred thousand in eighteen thousand
2
societies
.
In Finland consumers’ cooperatives do about twenty-five
per cent of the retail business; in Sweden K. F.
,
tie con-
sumers' cooperative organization, enga es in ten per cent
of all Swedish manufacturing; and acco nts for twenty per
cent of all retail and wholesale trade; in England fifty
per cent of the '"ar.ilies are mer 1 ers ana bo one billion
dollars wort} of business annually or about fifteen oer
3
cent of the retail trade; in Denmark they do about fifteen
per cent of reta: 1 trade and ninety-b .ree per cent of the
4
farmers are marketing cooperatively.
1. Ryllis A. Goslin, Cooperatives
,
p.2 . New York;
The Foreign Policy Association, 1 i38.
2 . Jane s P . /ar ! a s se
,
Co-operative Democracy
,
p . I ' 4’ .
New York: The Yacr. illan Company, 1936
.
3. ’’Co-ops Gained 20 > Last Year.” Bus iness Dee 1 - ,
(February 26, 1938) p.23.
4. Ryllis A. Goslin, Co. cit., p.29.

3In the United States two million families save money
using consumers’ cooperatives and do a business of five
hundred million dollars, or one and five tenths per cent of
the retail trade. This figure, while undoubtedly small, re-
1
presents a pain of eighteen per cent over the preceding year.
The movement itself never really took root in the
United States until the World War when it first became a
permanent part of our economic system. Although faced with
much greater opposition and competition than elsewhere en-
countered, it has managed to find a place in our business
would.
Any type of organization that can gain such importance
in foreign countries, which first felt the pressure of the
need for greater buying power by the people, must certainly
he one that could be adopted here in the United States.
Here, too, we are faced with the problem of finding means
of lower cost distribution anc broadening of the purchasing
power of the consumer in order that production, and hence
endowment
,
may ncrease.
Of the many isms before the world today, cooperation
seems to ’re the one most likely to succeed . If capitalism
has failed, and it certainly seems to have done so with
sixteen million unemployed workers here in our own country,
there must be some new system or plan with which to rep' ace
the old, worn-out economic order. Cooperation, and thus con-
trol by the people themselves, is far better than dictator-
1 . MConsumers ’ Cooperatives , " Fortune
,
(March 1937)
p. 133.

4ship by one nan or group of nen as found in the other isns
of the day. Even conmunism, stressed as being government
by the people with all sharin equally its opportunities
and benefits, has become, in its classic example, dictator-
ship by a sin "le man.
If the United States must seek some change for the
better it would seen that cooper -tion, which embodies the
democratic principles and ideals of our overnment, j.s the
most hopeful of any of the present possibilities. Its
growth will be slow but steady, and as wit} most successful
changes, it builds as it goes and does not attempt to reach
its goal at one sweep.
So this paper v/ill attempt to trace the growth, ex-
plain it, and determine what the future may hold in store.
Europe naturally has been the source of a great deal
of data and material; so, often It is necessary to use the
experience in Europe to draw our conclusions of the future
In tl e United States. Also it often happens that individ-
uals who are eminent authorities in the -hi old c isagree con-
cernin some phase of cooperation. In such a situation
both opinions are presented and the logical conclusions
are drawn
.
5CHAPTER I.
C ONSUI.'EKS ' COOPERATION
Definiti on
Before proceeding any further it is necessary to de-
fine those terns appearing in the title of this paper. The
first and most important is the word cooperation. Goslin
defines a cooperative as "a roup of people who cone together
and organize for the purpose of supplying themselves with
1
certain goods or services." Another author defines it as
"a voluntary association which the people or, anize democrat-
ically to supply their needs through mutual action, in which
the motive of production and distribution is service, not
profit and in which it is the air; that the performance of
2
useful labor shall give access to the best rewards." A
third defines a cooperative by pointing out that the "im-
mediate aim of cooperative societies is to satisfy the needs
of their members better and more economically than is d.one
3
by existing institutions."
We have then four elements entering into our defini-
tions. First, it is the coring together of two or more per-
sons to form a group or mutual association to carry out their
soecific aims by collective activity. The second factor
stresses the importance of the free and voluntary action on
1 . Rylli s A . Gos 1 in
,
op . ci t
. , p . 4
.
2. James p. Warbasse, Co-operative Democracy , o.lO.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1923.
3. Charles Gide
,
’Consumers’ Co-operative Societies,
p.22. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1922.

Gpai t f the individual. The third element, and quite
logically so, is that the purpose he to supply the members 1
needs for certain goods ana services to be used in their
everyday life, whether in producing or consuming. The fourth,
and perhaps distinguishing feature of the cooperative orga-
nization, is to not only satisfy the collective needs rut to
do it better and. more cheaply, with emphasis on service and
not on profit.
Our definition in consolidated form becomes: coopera-
tion is the free and voluntary association of a group of
individuals for the purpose of satisfying by collective ac-
tion their wants at the lowest possible cost and with the
best available service.
The term consumer modifies the above definition by
limiting the wants to be satisfied to those arising from
the final consumption o ? goods. Their purpose is to unite
in order to obtain the sar. e or better goods at an equal or
lower price.
Origin
The cooperative movement has a long history if we are
to go to its very beginning. The first example of a society
of this type came as early as 1769. At this time the Fenwick
Weavers Society was established in Ayrshire, near Glasgow.
This was the original consumers' organization for which any
definite records are available. It was ‘ollowed by the Govan
Victualling Society in 1777 which was to remain in existence
for one hundred and thirty- two years with a varied and inter-
,
.7
1
esting history. These were followed by other experiments
along the sane line, none of which met with any great success.
However it remained for MThe Equitable Pi one ers of
Rochdale" on October R4, 1844 to organize the society which
led to the movement as we know it today. They were the gro p
responsible for the philosophy of the movement as well as the
methods to 1: e followed in working out the successful achieve-
ment of their principles. Where others v/ere philanthropic
e ’’forts, supported by external capital, this body never re-
ceived any aid from the outside and for this very reason
succeeded v/ ere the rest failet; . Patronage and financial
gifts eat into the very root of the cooperative organization;
it remains for the members to work and save in order to keep
the society going if it is to te a real and positive success.
This organization was begun by a group of weavers, who,
burdened by poverty arising from low wages and unemployment,
decided to attempt in some way to better their position.
Among this group were several disciples of Robert Owen, often
called the "Father of Cooperation 11 because of his early
writings and support of the movement.
Owen, torn in 1771 at the time when sweat shops and
the man*/- evils of low pay industry were at their height,
arose from poverty to t ecome a rich manufacturer. He made
it his life work to fight for improvement of working condi-
tions, because, he early recognized that conditions were the
result of the system and not a necessary part of large-scale
1. James P. War has se, op. cit., p. 379.
.
8production. He was as much a socialist as a cooperator.
He telieved that the movement, to be a real, achievement
,
should include all phases of production and consumption.
He. probably frowned at the idea of gaining any degree of
success by the establishment of only a cooper ,tive store,
especially one as small as the weavers'.
Several cooperative communities were started by Owen,
the first in the United States in 1825, and others in Great
]_
Britain. All failed, primarily because the capital was
advanced to them and not put up by the members themselves.
The influence of Owen appears in the original charter
o ' the Rochdale Pioneers as well as throughout its later
growth and development. The constitution, drawn by one,
Charles Howarth, began by stating that the objects and
plans of the society were
,
"to form arrangements for the primary benefit
and improvement of the social and domestic
conditions of its members . "2
They then worhed out plans in the most minute detail
for the following ends:
'The establishment of a store for the sale of provi-
sions, clothing, etc.
'The building, purchasing, or erecting of a number of
houses, in which those members desiring to assist each other
in improving their domestic and social conditions may reside.
'To commence the manufacture of such articles as the
] . Honora A. Enfield, Cooperation : Its Problems and
Possibilities, London: Lonpyians
,
Green anc (Jo.,
Ltd., 1927.
James P. ’/arbasse.2 . op. ci t
.
,
p . 385
.
"
9society may determine upon, or the employment o:i such nen-
•
.v
• be out of employment
,
or who ly be suffering
in consequence of repeated reductions in their wages.
'As a further benefit and security to the members of
this Society, the Society shall purchase or rent an estate
or estates of land which shall be cultivated by the members
who shall be out of erroloyment or whose labor may be badly
1
remunerated.
'
M
In addition they supplied the purest provisions they
could get in full weight and measure. They were to establish
a self-supporting home colony of united interests, or assist
other societies in the establishment of such colonies. They
took no credit and gave none as they wished to discourage
debt among the working people. V/omen from the very first
were given equal rights with men in all phases of the man-
agement and operation of the society.
The philosophy of these early pioneers was directed
towards the establishment of a self-supporting group of
people who would produce the goods necessary to supply many
of their wants while obtaining the rest through cooperative
purchase. At first it would be necessary to purchase a!i 1
their goods from sources outside the society but eventually
many of these would come from within tbie organization.
Only after painstaking effort were they able to put
their plan into operation. Each contributed a few cents a
week, so that by the end of the year they had better than
T~. Jame s P . Warbasse, op. cit. , p. 3 k -4.
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one hundred dollars with which to begin their great experi-
ment. Their first step was to rent the ground floor of an
old warehouse for tnree years. They took their remaining
small capital and invested it in a meagre suppl;/ of flour,
oatmeal, butter, and sugar, the store to remain open two
evenings a week
.
At the end of the first year they had done three thou-
sand, five hundred dollars worth of business, their member-
ship had grown to seventy-four and their deposited capital
to nine hundred dollars. Seven years later they bought their
first flour mill. Two years after that they owned their
first factory and by 1855 had their own cotton and woolen
mills. At the end of 1934 this small society of weavers with
a few pennies had grown into an organization with a member-
ship of over forty-four thousand and a capital exceeding
1
two million, eight hundred thousand dollars.
Why were they so successful? Probably because of two
vital factors; first, and perhaps most important were the
basic principles which laid the foundation of the movement;
second, the people and the spirit v/ith which they were
imbued
.
These basic principles contributed more than any other
single agency to the success of the group. Known as the
Rochdale principles they were to be adopted by practically
all of the many cooperatives which followed in the footsteps
i1. Ryllis A. Goslin, op. cit p.6-7
.
11
of the early Pioneers. People came from many sections of
England and. the continent to discover the secret of success
to which the weavers had found the key.
The other reason for succeeding, the people and their
spirit, was almost as important. They were the first in
the field; they stood alone. And, quite naturally, they net
with opposi -ion . from those enterprises already in existence.
However, the members renamed faithful to their society and
the allurements of the storekeepers failed to draw them from
their own little shop. They realized tnat success lay in
loyalty to their society's ideals and goals. Now and then
sohe timid member would rush in and withdraw his funds after
some vague rumor of failure, only to return and redeposit
it with the cooperative.
Growth and Expansion
Prom this inauspicious begin 1 in: the movement developed
until cooperatives turned to wholesaling, producing, and
finally importing and exporting. At the sane time the seed
was spreading to other countries as well as other fields,
such as banking, credit, insurance
,
housing, and sir ilar
business. 3elgiur in 1880, France in 1885, Germany in 1850,
Austria and Hungary about 1900, Switzerland in 1851, Denmark
in 1880, Finland, Norway and Sweden about 1882, and Italy in
1850, all joined in the wave of cooperation that swept the
1
world
.
James P. Warbasse, op. cit. p . 384-413
.
-
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To go further in tracing the development in Europe is
teyono the scope of this paper. It is more important that
we follow the development as It took place in the United
States and attempt to determine if there is any significance
in its growth.
Probably the first example of cooperation in America
may le traced to the early colonies that settled here in
the later eighteenth and earlier nineteenth centuries. The
first was the Society of the Shakers, established at New
Lebanon, New York State, in 1787. The failure of this one
and many others as well was the result of the dominance of
the profit-making motive. They either failed, which was
most often the case, or, on attaining any degree of success,
turned to capitalistic methods and pursued profits instead
of keeping in mind that the original purpose was to cooperate
to reduce prices.
The Roche ale principles soon spread to this country.
In 1854 Boston had one of the first of the American coopera-
tive stores. This society, established by the Workingmen ’
s
Protective Union, ’’grew rapidly and despite dissension, at
one tine was doing over two million collars worth of business.
But its success was short-lived and its system broke down in
the 1850’s and, by the end of the Civil V/ar ; all stores had
failed.
In 1853 the International Industrial Assembly of America
with the full support of its two hundred thousand members
IT ’’Takinr Stock of Consumer's" in Business,” Consumers ’
Quid e
. ( July
,
1938 ) p . 13
.
'
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sponsored the promotion of cooperative organizations. From
these early beginnings until 1900 most attempts were closely
identified with the labor movement. In 1866 the National
Labor Union gave its support to the inauguration of a cooper-
ative movement.
Next the Patrons of Husbandry, supporters of the grange
movement, joined in the attempt to give cooperation a foot-
hold among farmers as well as city people. Here, again fail-
ure, not success, capped, their efforts. A parallel movement
was founded among the laborers by the Sovereigns of Industry,
only to fail as all the rest. The depression of 1874-8 saw
1
the end of practically all the earlier cooperative societies.
This was t he period of the rise of one of the most
successful of the early labor supported movements. The
Knights of Labor, one of the few organizations to survive
the depression, was instrumental in the development of
several hundred stores throughout the eastern states. They,
also, were interested in many workers' producers' cooperatives
but t. ese like all the rest soon went into discard. The New
England Protective Union, another labor supported program,
had at one time, a system of four hundred retail stores ex-
2
tending throughout the Atlantic Coast.
But with the rise and fall of the labor movement the
stores were naturally adversely affected. It seems that
too close a connection between the cooperatives and the
1 . ‘'Taking Stock of" Con s i mer
s
Guide
.
(July, 1938) p.14.
James P. Warbasse, op. cit
in Business
p.2.
" Consumers'
2 y
.
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unions is almost sure to result in grief. They can help each
other hut should he divorced in organization and control.
The same group nay belong to both but they should not depend
for success one on the other.
The cooperative r : ovenent began to show signs of a real
and healthy growth at the beginning of the twentieth century
with the influence of immigrants from the Old World. These
peo le, from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Germany, and
En land, brought with then the two prerequisites for success;
first, the knowledge of some fifty years of successful ex-
perimenting anc.,, secondly, the spirit of cooperation. To-
gether with the natives these people began to slowly develop
a real and vital cooperative spirit.
The World War was the ne t important influencing factor.
The coal miners and railway employees suffered most from
the rise in prices over the rise of incomes. These two
todies of workers, hy means of their labor unions, made
experiments at cooperative purchasing with the purpose of
increasing their real wages. But the earlier depression of
1920 and the later depression in the coal fields '“inished
most of the miners’ cooperatives, leaving only a few. The
railway workers, discouraged by the depression and the fail-
ure of important wholesale cooperatives, lost most of the
progress they had made. They lacked the true cooperative
principles, without which success is always doubtful.
It was after the War that the movement really took
hold in America. The farmers, staggering under heavy losses

15
from the failure of foreign markets, turned first to cooper-
ative marketin'; and later to cooperative buying in order to
sell their products and purchase their necessities at the
best possible prices. Recognizing the beneficial results of
working together, they combined their resources and efforts
to realize a maximum of efficiency on their individual farms.
Faced with a buyers 1 market the farmers were in an un-
healthy position. The individual lacked the capital neces-
sary for grading the product, storing it, or in any way in-
creasing the price of his goods. In order to obtain enough
money to live on and plant a new crop he was forced to sell,
usually at the height of the season, at an extremely low and
unfair pr^ce. He was compelled to stand by and see the whole-
saler and retailer reap the lion's share of the profit.
While a single farmer was unable to bear the expense of
such marketing costs, it was clear that the combined resources
of all the farmers in the same section would make it possible
to carry out these functions. The results were so satisfying
that the same idea v/as applied to other ^ields.
Once they looked around and saw the success of coopera-
tive purchasing of supplies as carried out by their neighbors,
the Finns, they began to either loin or develop consumers'
cooperatives of their own. Starting with the wholesale pur-
chase of feed, seed, and fertilizer, they proceeded to gaso-
line and oil, then cooperative insurance and finally stores
and wholesales to handle groceries and dry goods. Soon they
were carrying on most of their economic life under the influ-
ence and assistance of the cooperative movement.

16
It is not to be supposed that the city consumers v/ere
far behind their country brethren. The post-war depression,
high prices, and finally the depression of 1929 v/ere forces
that led to the increase in the number of cooperatives orga-
nized in this group. They v/ere just as interested as the
farmer in obtaining the lowest possible prices. They soon
realized the possibilities of such a scheme and adopted it
as a means of their own saltation.
Why has it been so slow in attaining any degree of
: ccess in this country? Pro!::. 1 rincipal reason
was our position as an undeveloped nation with a never end-
ing frontier stretching westward. When conditions became
unbearable, new territory lay waiting ’or anyone who wished
to enter upon and develop it. Our natural resources of
minerals, timber, and game offered plenty of opportunity for
an industrious, intelligent individual to find and make for
himself a place in the world. We were pioneers in a rich
country.
This frontier offered more reasons for lack of the co-
operation found in Europe. "Our people were on he move;
they were of many nationalities and divers tongues; and per-
haps cooperation had to v/ait until people took root in a
7
place.” The same raw frontier that developed the feeling of
interdependence and cooperation from mutual danger lead to
this continual shifting and moving, destroying all efforts
T7 "Taking Stock of Consumers in Business," Consul rs '
Guide. (July, 1938) p.13.
*
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at any extended, cooperative effort.
"The idea that any ran can grow rich by his own indi-
vidual action has deterred people from uni tiny in a oroiect
which is based upon an acknowledgment of the neea of mutual
aid, and in which the early rewards are so meagre
,
while the
1
efforts are so great. ' It was the old story of every man
for himself with such a philosophy extending to practically
the entire population.
another factor of delay resulted from developing our
business ability until we made it the creed of our life and
not merely a means to an end, greater happiness. We were so
busy nahing profits that we disregarded anything that was
not going to result in immediate .rofit.
Inefficient retailing and distribution methods were pri-
mary causes of cooperative rov/th in Europe . In the United
States we have neither. The chain store and our natural
initiative have insured us low prices and ood service.
What -some writers consider the chief reason for the
slow expansion of consumers’ cooperatives is, ‘that until
1916 there was no central source of information an: guidance
such as existed in each European country; the people started
societies that were rot cooperative; and they attempted to
2
run then without standarc ized information or guidance.”
This difficulty, solved by the founding of The Cooperative
Lea, ue of the United States of America, no longer delays tne
1. Janes P. Y/arbasse
,
op", ci t
. ,
p.4.
2. Ibid., p.3-4.
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expansion and, on the contrary, the League las teen responsi-
tle for rmch of the growth and unified effort of individual
societies. It is undoubtedly true t’ at much of the impetus
that follov/ed the World War emanated from this organization
and toda;r it stands as a bulwark at the foundation of coopera
tion in the United States.
In addition, tnere may be listed the causes of the tardy
growth: difficulty in creating interest, many spurious co-
onerutives, purchase of many types and varieties of goods
while cooperatives are best at handling standardized products
Americans pay little attention to what they buy, lack of ed-
ucation as to management, and lack of competent management.
These have all existed in part, but, as e gradually
remedy one and then another, consumers’ cooperation is grow-
ing in membership and resources. Our frontier is gone,
people are settling down, sensational success by individuals
becomes less and less common. In these and many other ways
conditions have chan ed.
The government has recognized the movement and to some
extent sponsorec it; the Iona lasting depression has made
the ©onsumer more careful with his buying; abuses of chains
and independent merchants have been publicised. All have
contributed to the inci’ease of the societies for coopera-
tion. There is perhaps a final factor of importance in the
new growth and that is, the word cooperation itself which
seems to indicate an escape fror conflicts now in process
all over the world

19
So it is that, despite the handicaps it has faced, co-
operation is definitely building up to a position of some
importance in the United States.
Basic Principles
Wherever consumers’ cooperatives have attained any de-
gree of success it has been through the adherence to certain
basic principles anc3 many practices and habits of action
v/hich might almost be granted equal importance. As pointed
out above, few cooperatives succeed who do not follow these
fundamental doctrines. They originated in the first Rochdale
constitution and remain today as basic factors in the success
of individual societies.
To Charles Howaj.th must go the credit for originating
these principles. His first major rule was that each member
should have one vote and no more, regardless of the number
of shares held. No one was permitted to vote the stock of
another and thus proxy voting was prohibited.
They sought democracy and control by the members for
this was one method of eliminating any and all attempts at
dominance from the outside. Too, they merely desired to
supply their wants at the lowest possible price. This can be
contrasted to the capitalistic system where control can fall
into the hands of a few who would operate the enterprise with
the one view in mind, that of making the greatest possible
profit under the existing circumstances.
The second principle was that capital invested in the
business should receive a fixed rate of interest which should
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never exceed the minimum prevalent rate. The cooperatives
are organized to operate at cost although it is only natural
that members should receive a return for the sacrifice they
made in paying in their capital. Here again, is the attempt
to escape the profit motive as found in existing capitalistic
society, where return on capital is a garble with the amount
rising or falling as the business cycle moves up or down.
The third and final of the basic principles is the re-
turn of any surplus, left from operations, in the form of a
dividend on purchases. This is the really distinguishing
feature of cooperative enterprise; the profits are distributed
according to patronage. After paying cost of goods, salaries,
rent, etc. there remains that sum of money which in private
enterprise is returned to proprietors or s tockholders as
profit. In the cooperatives, since the prime purpose is to
secure goods at cost, the profit is considered as the amount
by which the customer was overcharged and, in order to repay
him, the profits are distributed according to the value of
the goods purchased. This surplus dividend nay take the form
of a cash payment or a deposit on a share of stock, or spe-
cial services or social benefits. The members have the demo-
cratic right of deciding what form the return shall take.
1
Enfield considers this principle as the dominating
factor leading to the success of the Rochdale Pioneers and
their many disciples. His first point being that it offered
1. lionora A. Enfield, Cooperation : Its Probler s and
Fossil- llltics
,
pp.6-7. London: Longmans, Green
and Co. Ltc
.
,
1927.
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an obvious and tangible advantage that every man or woman
could understand and gave to cooperation just that power of
growth that Owen's schemes had lacked; moreover it largely
removed the temptation to restrict the memt ership, which
existed in those societies where the profits were distri-
buted per share.
In the second place, he says, the regular distribution
of dividends lessens the difficulty of sudden withdrawals
of capital, which hampered the others so often. When the
members had the liberty to withdraw their funds or were paid
regularly, the desire to take the deposits decreased. An-
other advantage passed on to the societies was the growth of
capital from the many members who did not take out their divi-
dends but left them in the business. This offered an easy
way of obtaining a surplus.
"Thirdly, it succeeded in abolishing completely and
quite automatically, within the limits of the Cooperative
Society, the greatest, because she i ost fundamental, of the
evils against which Owen had fought, that of profit on price.
For, when the nrofits are given buck to the purchaser from
1
whom they come, the;/- cease to exist."
These three principles formed the foundation for the
cooperative movement of today. They distinguish cooperation
from any other form of business enterprise and place i t on a
level above the usual profit-seeking, capitalistic concern.
However, there are other practices that have grown up
1. Honora A. Enfield, op. cit., p.7.
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with the movement and nay he considered a definite part of
it. One of the most important of these secondary factors is
that all members join of their own free will. There must be
no compulsion, but only a feeling of the need for mutual
self-help resulting in a group who will work together.
Another common method is that all selling prices will
be established as substantially the same as those found in
competing stores. Any attempt at price-cutting is sure to
lead to disaster, as most individual cooperatives lack the
power to fight an extended battle over price. They cannot
cut their prices and pay all expenses and have anything left
for dividends, and in many cases they lack the necessary
reserves to operate at a loss as soon becomes necessary in
any price war. There is the additional psychology of retain-
ing the friendship of other business men by maintenance of
prices. By selling at market price, it is possible to
accumulate capital reserves and dividends to pay on pur-
chases. Finally, it is impossible to calculate cost at
times of sale and so must wait until end of fiscal period.
Practicall??- all societies sell for cash and extend no
credit whatsoever. Extension of credit requires added time
and an addition to the staff of a reliable credit man, in-
creases cost of selling, and results in losses. The coopera-
tives cannot afford to permit credit sales, and therefore
should confine their efforts to cash and carry trade, which
is not only less expensive, but creates no ill-will or quarrels
among members as to the limit of credit to extend to each.
’
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Membership shall be unlimited and open to any who may
apply and are willing to be subject to r les regulating the
society. Political and religious neutrality go hand in hand
with open i !«v ers.wip. h e sole purpose is to cooperate to
secure letter living conditions and not to set up a select
group from which those who need aid may be excluded.
Most all agree that the business should follow certain
tenets of private enterprise. That is: depreciation should
te charged; reserves for emergencies should ; e set aside;
provision for expansion should be made; union with other
societies where it is advantageous; produce those things
which are best suited to its business; vertical as well as
horizontal development; and finally, although not practiced
by profit-making business, the cooperatives should provide
for education of members, neighbors, and the children of
both.
Still further, cooperatives should carry on friendly
relations with labor, pay the best wages possible and work
the minimum number of hours. Cooperatives have always been
closely allied with labor; this, in addition to the purpose
of the movement, should make the cooperatives leaders in
the field of labor relations and working conditions. While
this is not entirely true, most societies do treat their
employees better than many businesses.
Often persons unable to advance capital are allowed to
join and credit their patronage refund towards payment for
stock. This makes it possible for even the poorest to be-
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cone a full-fledged member.
Finally they have as their ultimate aim the filling
of the needs of all the members. They look forward to con-
trol of production; combination into federations for greater
purchasing power: and, finally, to cooperate with each other
in education, recreation, etc. So cooperatives are forced
to follow, in general, the same methods and practices, no
matter where the society may be located. These principles
have grown from the experiences of the Rochdale Pioneers
and the many groups that have followed in their footsteps.
To a greater or lesser degree all have as their creed these
basic principles.
Legal Position
These groups, organized by neighbors or feHow-worker s
,
did not realize the legal difficulties with which they might
be confronted. They chose the easy method of informal asso-
ciation or society on which to base their legal entity, only
to find that it was impossible "to appeal as a body to the
courts for protection of its contracts,” and in addition,
that they were subject to the ’’danger of unlimited liability
1
for each member.”
It was only natural that they should turn to the cor-
poration for their legal being. But here all attempts to
organize under the law and yet maintain the basic principles,
listed above, were met v/ith failure. They then began a
1 . United State's Department of Labor, Consumer s ' Cooper -
ative Statutes and Decisions
,
p.X'
.
Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1937.
*
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campaign to secure revision of the lav/s anc- statutes. From
1
here development has largely been along two lines.
First, cooperators and legislators Vegan to realize
that cooperatives were actually far different from the busi-
ness corporation and should be treated as such. Since the
'irst statutory recognition progress has been gradually
made tov/ard filling in the outlines of a definite code of
laws, limiting them at one point and extending their powers
at another.
Second, there has been the approach of delineating be-
tween types of cooperatives in existence. The more recent
statutes recognize the difference and put it into the law.
Some states have few regulations or laws concerning
cooperatives. Others have statutes covering the subject
completely, including all phases of cooperatives. Few laws
are general; most merely insure carryin . out the cardinal
principles as depicted by the Rochdale Pioneers. In practi-
cally every state the laws have* teen changed so as to permit
incorporation and yet maintenance of one vote per person,
dividends on purchases, and fixed rate of interest.
A glance at the chart of the laws passed by the several
states will show that most states have a check under the
provisions for those principles noted above showing they
have passed legislation to permit enforcement. The amount
1. United State’s Department of Labor, Consumers 1 Cooper
ative Statutes and Decisions
, p. .1. Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1937.
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of regulation in each state is easily determinable from
this chart. It shows that in the strongholds of coopera-
tion as Michigan, Minnesota, and Illinois, more has been
done for cooperatives than in those states v/here the move-
ment has been less successful.
For the most part cooperatives have encountered little
legal difficulty from the laws of the various states. They
have been permitted to incorporate and suffer little from
discriminatory legislation. They are not burdened by un-
fair laws and in the case of the farmers have even been
definitely favored.
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CHAPTER II.
OTHER TYPES OP COOPERATIVES
Marketing
This type of cooperative is important to our discussion
because of the e “feet that such organizations have on con-
sumers
1
cooperation and also it is valuable as an example of
the beneficial results of cooperation itself.
"Marketing cooperatives are groups of individuals, gen-
erally farmers, who produce separately but pool their pro-
ducts and market them together. Thus they are able to provide
for themselves at cost the service usually provided for them
1
at a profit by the middlemen." Usually they are rather
close together so transportation difficulties do not arise.
They process, grade, pack or otherwise improve the goods
so they can be sold to the customer at a better price.
They attempt to secure; orderly marketing, better mer-
chandising, superior bargaining power, elimination of trade
abuses, laver marketing costs, price fixing, improved pro-
2
duction, and finally greater uniformity of packing and
grading.
They aim at the elimination of waste and high costs
of the present middleman system. The farmer attempts to
appropriate this saving to himself. At the sane tine he
comes in closer con act with the consumer and hence estab-
1. Ryllis a. ~~GosIin
,
Cooperatives
,
p.12. New York:
The '‘oreign Policy Association, 1938.
2. Walter 0. We idler, Theodore N. Beckman, Harold II
.
Maynard, Principles of Marketing
,
p. 379-82.
New York: The Ronald Press Company, 193; .
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lishes a feeling of interdependence. Toge tiier they may
hope, not only to decrease costs, but to eliminate losses
resulting from careless or even dishonest acts of the
middlemen.
The idea is not without disadvantages however, and
1
Maynard
,
Weialer, and Beckman mention several in their text.
In the first place, these cooperative organizations must be
directed by paid employees who lack the driving force of
private initiative which characterizes their competitors.
This, wi ile true, is often counterbalanced by the added
ability of the hired man in comparison with the individual.
It is always possible to improve his work by use of proper
incentive
.
Next they point out the failure of the farmers’ co-
operatives to recognize the importance of good business
methods. Also, as with most societies of this general type,
they are dependent for continued success on he loyalty of
membership as registered in the delivery of the product.
Another disadvantage
,
or perhaps better called a limitation,
is the multitude of products of each individual farmer.
Finally, it is often cheaper and more profitable to use mid-
dlemen than to eliminate them. Farmers are notoriously in-
dividualistic and must be presented with acute evidence of
the benefit he is to receive by entering the cooperative.
There have been many successful attempts at cooperative
1. Maynard, Weidler, Beckman, op. cit.. p.395-8.
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marketing, several times as many as cooperative purchasing,
anc. the advantages definitely outweigh the disadvantages
wherever certain fundamentals are present.
The basic principles are much the same as in consumer
cooperation. However there are several factors which great-
ly enhance the possibilities of success. In the first place
the unit must be an a comparatively snail area where members
are well acquainted, their aims similar, and their product
of similar quality and character. The organization should
be 1 orn of real necessity and be based on true cooperative
effort, where each has a single vo' e and is repaid accord
-
1
ing to the use he makes of the association.
Before going on it must be made clear that this is not
true cooperation. The products have not teen produced by
cooperative effort but by individual with only their own
profit in view. ile they act i ore as a pool • . . . * as a
cooperative, they do, in most cases, enter Into collective
buying and establish true cooperatives. Here is w ere one
of the problems of cooper-at on immediately arises.
The marketing and consumer societies seek different
ends. One attempts to raise the price he shall get and the
other attempts to lower the price he will pay. Both expand
into the field of the other and trouble often arises. This
will be discussed at greater length under the problems con-
fronting consumers’ cooperatives.
17 G. Harold Powell, Cooperation in Agriculture ,
pp. 19-26. New York: The I.Iacrillan Company, 1936.
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So we have the first, and in this country, certainly
the most important additional method of collective effort.
These marketing groups do a large business, and with govern-
ment sanction, are sure to grow to a leading place in our
marketing set-up. As they spread to buying, they increase
the number of consumers’ cooperatives, and as pointed out
above, create a conflict or require some form, of settlement.
Financial
This type of cooperation was one of the first means by
which people attempted to work together. It is possible to
apply the same principles of cooperation to money and credit
as were applied to the sale of commodities in stores. The
movement is based on t?/o definite systems, each of which is
the better under different conditions.
Both originated about 1850. The Schulze system has as
its purpose the stimulation of thrift among its members. In
order to insure an adequate supply of cash, shares, most of
which are withdrawable, are sold at rather high prices, ran-
ging from twenty dollars to as high as two hundred and fifty
dollars. Although it is possible to pay on the installment
plan, the entrance fees and high priced shares of the Schulze
1
system tend to keep out the very poor class of people.
As they grew in size and deposits, they employed paid
officials. The members were usually working* men who had a
1. James P. V/ar'basse
,
Cooperative Democracy
,
p.451.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1936.
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deep-seated fear of the upper classes, and for this reason
few rich people are found in the membership of unions fol-
lowing the Schulze or as it is often called, the Schulze-
Delitzach system. The stock had unlimited liability and
dividends were paid per share, and not according to the use
of funds. Later limited liability was adopted.
The objective was to create a source of capital for any
purpose desire; that is, there was no check on the use to
which the m >ney was to be put. They did a general banking
business for profit. Although it did not include the very
rich or verv poor, attempts were made to extend the member-
ship over a wide area and to embrace all types of people.
Control was democratic in the hands of the members.
The other important system of cooperative credit was
that developed under the leadership of Raiffeisen. Begin-
ning with a consumers’ movement in 1846, the society, of
which he was the leading member, turned to money-lending about
the same time Schulze was organizing his first union. Find-
ing, as is always the case in cooperation, that charity only
resulted in failure, he promoted self-help societies along
the lines of the Schulze-Delitzach organisations.
Whereas the latter were for the most part in the cities,
Raiffeisen expended his efforts toward developing a society
among farmers or in rural sections and extending over only
limited areas. although wealthy people were not discouraged
only adjoining neighbors were urged to join and borrowing
was limited to members of the society.
..
.
. J
.
.
.
.
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Raiffeisen was more interested in organizing for aid to
the members themselves and as a result advocated long term
loans at low rates of interest and for production purposes
only. Originally there was no share capital and loans were
made on character and recommendation of neighbor. However,
before he was allowed to take the money the purpose for which
it was to be used had to be approved by a loan committee.
Officials were unpaid. For the most part profits were
retained in the society to build capital and provide against
any loss or impairment. Interest rate paid was less than
interest rate charged.
As indicated above, all societies v/ere based on the
usual democratic principles of cooperation with one vote to
each member giving all equal rj ghts in control of the union.
The Schulze-Delitzach roups developed into organiza-
tions quite sii ilar to the ordinary bank with its building,
clerks, and wide business relations. On the other hand, the
Raiffeisen bank is usually located in one of the members’
homes, the member receiving a small fee for keeping the books.
The movement has spread much as consumers’ cooperation
until it extends over most of Europe, United States, and the
Orient. The majority of them, although there are wide varia-
tions in form and practice, pay dividends to members according
to investment and not on use, as is the case in consumers'
cooperation. After a fixed rate of return has been paid share-
holders, part of the remainder is used to lower interest rates
and the rest is paid to members as an additional dividend.
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Although there has been some development in the United
States it has progressed siowly due to handicap of poor co-
operative banking laws in many states. Probably the first
mutual credit association was the Land Bank of the Massachu-
setts Bay Colony in 1686, lapsed in 1688 and revived in 1740.
"Essentially this was the creation of a bank of exchange,
through which mechanics, merchants, and farmers might issue
i
notes for which they were all jointly liable." It created a
money based on wealth of the colony rather than on the coin-
age of England. England suppressed it.
The later development here has been either in credit
unions or as a function of the consumers' cooperatives.
Many of the latter societies have developed banking depart-
ments where members Leave not only their surplus savings,
but also bring in their other funds for deposit with the co-
operative. Some wholesales act as central banks with indi-
vidual organizations as branches of the movement.
Credit unions are organized to serve specialized groups
as in some plant, business, postoffice^ etc. They serve as
a source of funds for individual members who might otherwise
be forced to go to loan sharks and pay an unreasonable rate
of interest. In addition there are building and loan so-
cieties, savings and loan societies, and savings banks. All
operate on cooperative principles to a greater or lesser de-
degree, with the depositors running the business.
1 . .Ja co b Ba ke r , Cooper ati ve Enterpris e p . 9 1 . New
fork: The Vanguard Fress, 1937.
•i
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"Since their start in 1908, the number of United States
credit unions has grown to between five thousand and six
thousand with an estimated membership of one million, two
I
hundred thousand." From present indications the figure will
continue to increase for some time. It is becoming increas-
ingly popular especiaxl/ in individual manufacturing plants
and business.
One of the outstanding features of cooperative banks
and unions is that they seldom if ever lose money from bad
debts. The actual figure is in the neighborhood of one per
cent and is often listed as being even lower. It is certainly
true that the losses in this type of organization are far less
than those found in similar capitalistic institutions.
The cooperative system, then, makes it possible for
those people who have to lend to those people who have not,
at the same time insuring a Iot; rate of interest not found
in private enterprise. It is another example of the elimina-
tion of unnecessary steps between the producer or owner and
consumer or borrower. The purpose is to improve the general
welfare and not to bring profit to a few. In times of ex-
treme need in England, the cooperative banks have been able
to loan money when it was most needed.
Cooperative banks execute an essential and extremely
important function in the money market. Their low interest
charges furnish competition which forces the private rates
— «
-
1 . "Consumer Cooperatives," Fortune
. (March, 1937)
p . 142
.
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to a lower charge than would be otherwise granted.
wholesaling
,
Manufacturing and Importing
These are united under one heading because they are
usually carried on by the same organization. Once a group
of independent cooperatives unite to form a wholesale organi-
zation they soon extend their powers until they carry on man-
ufacturing and, in many cases, importing. It is important to
note that in reality they represent a step in the development
of consumers’ cooperatives as well as a part of the broader
cooperative movement.
It has long been said that two can live as cheaply as
one. This -old proverb certainly is proved in the case of
consumers ' cooperatives where they unite to form a wholesale
and, thereby, take another ste
x
towards removing the profits
of the capitalistic system from the cost of cooperative
goods. By developing large wholesales it is possible to buy
in large quantities at lower prices, and in many instances
to insure quality goods by private brand.
These wholesale's, organized and owned by individual
and independent cooperatives, are managed in the same demo-
cratic way as the local societies. Each unit sends delegates
to the central meeting to elect directors to supervise the
larger body. The voting po^-er of individual societies may
be in proportion to its size or in proportion to the amount
of patronage that it gives to the whoiesa iers . The directors,
so elected, may run the business or turn it over to a manage-
ment committee which carries on the actual work, under the
..
.
.
.
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control and supervision of the directors. The management
committee and directors are often full-time, salaried offi-
cials. They, in turn, appoint managers and other employees
.
Canital is raised by the sale of shares to individual retail
1
societies
.
The primary purpose is, of course, to furnish goods to
member organizations at the lowest possible cost. They may
purchase in any part of the country, and then make use of
warehouse facilities to insure rapid and efficient service
to patrons.
Little success is to be attained in starting from the
top and working down to local units. Individuals cannot
expect to organize a wholesale, and then have the consumer
societies patronize it. Rather, the cooperatives should
join one another in the promotion and support of the central
wholesale. At the same tine, the wholesale cannot expect
any success in attempting to start consumers’ cooperatives
in any way but through the people themselves. Branches of
wholesales set up in non-cooperative communities ultimately
result in failure or loss to the central company.
In most countries where consumers’ cooperatives can be
found, there, also, are cooperative wholesales, supplying
their members with all kincs and descriptions of articles.
Some go into the importing and exporting business and even
into manufacturing.
This is especially true In England, Denmark, and Sweden,
James P. Y/arbasse,1 . op. cit
. ,
p . 47 6
.
.
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These countries, with well organized consumer movements,
ship products back and forth to one another. Dairy and farm
products go from Denmark to England and manufactured goods
return. In the United States this importation and exporta-
tion, being at a minimum, is not very frequent.
This international dispersion of cooperative products
has been carried even further by the International Coopera-
tive Wholesale Society of the International Alliance. It
has in its membership national wholesales representing some
twenty-one countries. Its duties include, not only the ex-
change of products between the several countries, but also,
the passage of goods between agricultural and consumer co-
operative societies.
The future of this society and the beneficial effects
it nay have are almost unlimited. It can encoura; e each
country to produce those things for which it is best suited
and by international exchange effect greater production at
the lowest possible cost. It is also valuable '^or its ef-
fect on international peace and good will.
There are in the United States, at present, about
twenty-six wholesale cooperatives and eleven established
joint buying agencies of which the National Cooperatives,
Inc. doing a business of twenty-five million dollars in
1
1935, is the most important. Located in Chicago this buy-
ing agency has made rapid strides in the development of a
nr
1 "Cons irner Cooneratives
,
p.140.
Fortune. (March 1937)
.r
.
.
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line of cooperative branches--tire3
,
batteries, auto access-
ories, and foods. Individual wholesale coooeratives also
1
toast a variety of private label goods.
It is estimated that in 1935 cooperative wholesales
did a business of more than one billion dollars or a seven
and seven tenths per cent gain over 1934. Twelve of the
United States wholesale societies reporting to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics in 1935 did a combined business of more
than two hundred and seventy million dollars or an increase
2
of nine and three tenths per cent over 1934. They continue
to grow nationally and internationally and are serving as a
valuable weapon in the formation of a united cooperative
front.
Many of these wholesale societ5.es, once well organized
with adequate reserves, turn to cooperative manufacturing
or producing. These are run by the wholesale cooperative
itself, however, and not by the individual societies. Al-
though this is the most common practice it does not prohibit
the formation of a producing unit by the union of several
cooperative societies. Usually the wholesale organization
is used, as it has an adequate and v,'ell-organized adminis-
trative system and can insure proper distribution.
While the original purpose was to sell only to members
the pD^ess of circumstances often forces them to seek a bet-
ter market in the competitive system. Some produce with the
T~. ^Co-ops Gained 2Q rf, Last Year,’’ Business Week .
February 26, 1938) p.24.
2. ''Consumers’ Cooperation Throughout the World in 1935, n
Monthly La) or Review
.
(January, 1 53 r ) p.80.
..
.
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view in ninri of forcing price down by conpetition with the
established in the field. Another problem to be met and
overcome is that of dispelling the profit motive from the
society. As profits grow the merit ers attempt to make the
producing cooperative exclusive^ and thus retain a greater
share of the profits. Another point arising here is the
diffic lty of preventing members from withdrawing at the
height of success in order to retain the accumulated pro-
fit and prevent its loss. But despite these evident dis-
advantages there are many successfully operated producers’
cooperatives, working for the good of their member societies
and making no attempt to operate at a profit.
A valuable form of production is the one that attempts
to give employment to members of the cooperative or craft
union who may be unemployed and unable to find work. Its
scope should be limited to an assured market and not oper-
ated in the hope that all the output can be sold.
Some producers’ cooperatives come about as the result
of craft or union movements. But few have been successful
as it is difficult to acquire sufficient funds for the capi-
tal necessary to begin a business and carry it along until
it shows a profit. This method should seldom if ever be
used. Rather they should first build a strong consumers’
cooperative which, after a sufficient length of time, shall
have gained such a size as to require, and sufficient re-
sources to permit, certain limited producing activities.
They are operating in a competitive system and must
meet their competitors’ prices and quality. This requires
..
.
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that the sane price be placed on the cooperative product as
on the primately produced product. The result is that the
producers’ society often is unable to pay any greater wage
than the industry as a v/hole. Labor soon becomes dissatis-
fied, and the cooperative must meet the same problem as
everyone else. It is perhaps more acute in the case of the
cooperative as the workers are often members as well and
demand better conditions, which once given, result in ulti-
mate failure.
Producers’ cooperatives can be included as an important
phase of the movement. They have reached a much higher
degree of success in Europe than in the United States where
they are progressing slowly. Some think, however, the day
will come when wide use will be made of this type of organi-
zation. There are definite limitations as indicated in
Sweden and England, where they confine themselves to light
industries in which monopoly has gained a foothold, and
these sane limits, in all probability, extend to the United
States
.
Combination and Federations
This section is related to the preceding one in that
the purpose of the federations generally has been to carry
on the activities of wholesaling, importing, and manufactur-
ing. However, individual societies have joined together
for many purposes besides those mentioned above.
Gide points out that there are
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"two aspects of these consumers' cooperative
federations, one social and the other commer-
cial; one to develop the spirit of solidarity
among the societies, and to amide the coopera-
tive movement; the other to bulk purchases,
and, if possible organize production."!
Some of these federations attempt to combine these activities
while others carry on only one or the other.
Again v/e find the usual basic cooperative methods.
Meetings are held once a year, for a few days, while per-
manent committees are elected by vote to take charge for
the remainder of the year. The member societies are free
from any control however, unless, as is sometimes the case,
a national organization is formed with members as branches.
An example of the purely economic objective are the
purchasin • federations, mentioned above, who attempt to
lower prices, help small societies, stop illegal practices
of middlemen, prevent boycotting by manufacturers, and
offer many other services to their members.
On the other hand are those many that are concerned
only v/ith the social significance of the movement or include
it in addition to their economic objective. Business
records of cooperative associations which belong to these
wholesale societies and federations are much better and
more efficient than those of non-members.
The Northern States Cooperative League, the Eastern
Cooperative League and the Central States Cooperative League
~~
1 . Charles Gide
,
Consumers ' Cooperative Societies .
p.153. New York: Alfred A. Knopf Inc., 19S2.
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"coordinate educational activities of the
wholesales in their territory, supply educa-
tional material, aid in organizing coopera-
tive schools to train employees, collect
factual data, and represent the cooperative
movement on legislative and iudicial fronts."!
At the top of the syster~ in America is The Cooperative
League of the United States, whose central purpose is educa-
tional activity. The League collects information, publishes
it, gives advice, studies results of individual operation,
creates policies, standardizes methods, etc. It publishes
a national magazine and carries on many other fimctions as
a central clearing house.
Not all of the real consumers' cooperatives are members
but all members are true cooperatives. These federations
form an important part of the system and without their aid
and assistance many of the small societies would be unable
to exist.
There are, in addition, many specialized unions which
are organized for one purpose only, as insurance, recrea-
tion, tanking, etc.
T
!<Cooperative Structure,
'
(May 9, 1938) p.19.
1 Consumers 1 Guide
.
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CHAPTER III.
SOCIAL BENEFITS ACCRUING TO SOCIETY.
Introduction
Many working men do not get the minimum wage necessary
to buy the food they require for existence and the wages
the;/ do receive are spent in a manner least likely to insure
ther full value for cost. They not only buy in small quan-
tities but often on credit, where the cost is still further
increased by the charge necessary for the s torekeeper 1 s pro-
tection against loss when their fellow workers go bankrupt.
They buy from the huckster or small grocer who gets his
goods third or fourth hand or purchases them because of
their poor quality. In other words, as is often said,
"there are not many rich men v/ho could afford themselves
1
the luxury of buying under the same conditions as the poor. M
Consumers' cooperative stores attempt to remove these
conditions by selling quality goods with the profit or sav-
in; going to the consumer. A dividend of approximately ten
per cent is very important to these people whose income is
as small as that of most industrial workers. The society
attempts merely to satisfy the needs of their members at
the lowest price by selling at or achieving the fair price
as the charge on all their articles. The consumer is every-
thing in such a system.
The result of cooperation is to effect a society where
1. Charles Gide
,
op. cit P.1B.
..
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the profit motive no longer exists and where the consumer
receives quality goods at full weight for a fair price and,
finally, is returned whatever is left after paying expenses.
Doctor Warbasse points out the beautiful picture of
cooperation when he says,
"In many of the twenty-three different coun-
tries in which I have observed cooperation
in action, I have for months at a time lived
and traveled among cooperative societies, where
I have seen many thousands of cooperators--
0ccupying their cooperative houses, supplied
by their own stores, working in their own in-
dustries, financed through their own banks,
entertained in their own theaters. I have
seen children sporting in their own playgrounds.
And I have realized that I was in actual con-
tact with a demonstration of that very society
for which Utopian theorists hope as a remote
possibility and strive to attain by some means
other than by building it.”l
This is the ideal as found in some places in Europe and
in a few communities in the United States. It is far from
being the general picture, yet there are many benefits that
may be achieved by the use of consumers’ cooperatives, the
most important of which will be discussed in the following
pages.
Higher Standard of Living
Perhaps the greatest single benefit arising from co-
operation is the general progression towards a higher stan-
dard of living. It is an all-inclusive result
,
coming about
because of the many other advantages of such cooperatives.
These groups have raised the standard of living by keeping
i: James P. V.’arT as se”
,
Cooperative Democracy
, p . xi i
.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1936.
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down price and thus increasing the purchasing power of the
members. In Great Britain for example, it is higher than
in any European country, and much of the credit for this
may be laid at the door of consumer cooperation.
Here in the United States wherever cooperatives operate
successfully, the standard of living is raised, at least in
proportion to the award of surplus -saving. The success has
not been so great because the movement is not as general.
However
,
the some nine hundred and thirty thousand members
reached by the existing society find their purchasing power
raised between six and ten per cent on all expenditures at
the store.
In most of the European countries cooperation has suc-
ceeded in raising this standard by competing with monopolies
and generally increasing the merchandising ability and ef-
ficiency and thus reducing price. It gives the people a
goal to look forward to and something for which to work.
The movement, progressing slowly but surely in the United
States, has not yet won any nation-wide victories, yet in
many communities the people are receiving goods of quality,
at a fair price, and no higher, because of the cooperatives.
The attempt is being made continually, and successfully,
to lower expenses by reducing the cost as well as the number
of inbetween services. The large wholesales have been able
to put consumers’ cooperatives in a competitive position
where they may meet the attacks of the private profit system
and still carry on their wide range social services.
.
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There are many of these services being added hv the
cooperative so consumers may receive their benefits at cost.
These include: housing, banking, bakeries, restaurants,
laundries, transportation, electric power and light, trans-
mission of verbal communications, and milk distribution.
It is possible to create these additional features of co-
operatives at little expense and effort and yet receive a
substantial saving.
Consumers’ cooperatives have as a very definite result
this rise in the standard of living. It makes possible
man'/" savin, s to the consumer and in addition gives to him
the services listed above. He, the customer, has his real
wages raised as v/ell as his psyche income.
Increased Educati on and Literacy
One of the additional services of a consumers’ coopera-
tive is the educational work carried on by both the individ-
ual societies and the central federations. The campaign
has taken two main lines of development: first, technical
education for the cooperative employees and officials, a
rather more general and academic e ucation in the form of
classes and in some countries special high schools or col-
leges for those who are or intend to be active workers in
the Movement. The secona type is education for the rank
and file designed to keep individi al members informed on
cooperative aims and problems, and in addition, such courses
as v/ill fit them to be not only better and more worthwhile
members of the cooperative but equally better citizens of
.
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their country.
Their special schools which concentrate on cooperative
education enu't le prospective cooperators to get exactly the
training they desire. The classes are for ei plo:/ees as well
as executives and cover both fields completely. They learn
the test business practices as well as the cooperative prin-
ciples so they will be in a position to compete v/ith other
establishments. In hay 193° a Cooperative College adminis-
tered by the Cooperative League of the United States, "iust
graduated its second class of prospective cooperative
2
employees and executives.”
This specialized instruction has the added advantage
of divorcing the cooperatives from the education institu-
tions of the workers’ movement. It sets up cooperation as
a definite movement able to carry forward on its own by
education of men and women for its positions and spreading
the doctrine to those young people who are getting their
higher education.
By increased agitation, the cooperatives have been able
to install courses on cooperation in many of the curricula
of otor institutions of higher learning. Students are taught
the principles of cooperation so they may go forth to prac-
tice them in their everyday life. Many schools have student
cooperatives where they are able to buy on a cooperative
" ~
1 . Honora A. Enfield, Cooperation ; Its Problems and
Possibilities, p.40. London: Lon.gmans
,
Green and
Co., Ltd., 1927.
2. ’Cooperative Structure , Consumers’ Guid§.
(May* 9, 1933) p.19.
.
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basis, at a lower* price. Another benefit is the practical
knowledge earned by being able to take active part in meet-
ings and assist in the administration of a bona fide, oper-
ating cooperative.
In Great Britain, more so than in the United States,
the women are organized into Guilds, meeting once or twice
a week, for the purpose of teaching themselves to be better
cooperators as well as better buyers. They study coopera-
tion, and the methods of efficient operation, often reaching
a position where they may offer constructive criticism to
the cooperative itself. The women learn to buy after care-
ful study of the available goods as to their size, weight.,
dilution, etc. They become ardent supporters of the consu-
mers’ cooperatives and quality products. They learn to buy
not only on price, but on quality as v/ell
.
Consumers' cooperatives also carry on education or
propaganda intended to explain to the general public the
objectives and accomplishments of the movement. They show
what is to be received as a result of membership in the
cooperative, and on this basis attempt to secure nev/ mem-
bers. The..'- try to educate their members, to some extent at
least, on questions of national economic importance. They
organize discussion groups or include such problems in
their ordinary meetings.
^or the younger men and boys they attempt vocational
training and encourage them to attend night school if pos-
sible. They try to develop the boys Into well-trained
employees or executives for the cooperatives. This is in
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addition to, and part of, the training of present employees;
it is training for the future.
Finally the members themselves receive education and
training ^s a result of their work in carrying out the actual
duties that fall to them as members of the society.
Denmark is perhaps the best example of what coopera-
tives may do with the problem of illiteracy.
If it is possible to achieve so remarkable a record as that
in Denmark, it would be well for t’ is country to continue to
support and develop the movement that makes it possible.
Training Members to Assume Re sponsibili ty
The members of consumers’ cooperatives receive invalu-
able educate on and training in the problems of operating a
business enterprise. Few of them know much concerning the
difficulties to be met in organizing and running a success-
ful business enterprise or much concerning the intricate
mechanism and operation of the average manufacturing concern.
Through the cooperatives they are introduced to first-hand
information concerning t] ese problems as well as those of
costs, financing and many of the other problems of manage -
ment. It is the lack of this very knowledge that makes it
so difficult for labor to bargain on equal terms with
Denmark
South Carolina
New Jersey
Iowa
Population Illiteracy
3, 500, (300 1,000
1.738.000 149,000
4.040.000 50,000
2.470.000 2,000
capital
.II
»
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It trains then to take the initiative in organizing
and to assune responsibility of administration and direction
in enterprise. They can carry much of this training into
the conduct of their own affairs in private life.
Not only is this valuable to then in their business or
private life, but it is also of assistance to them in under-
standing the problems of government. Each cooperative is a
minature state in itself; the president corresponding to the
head of the state, the directors to the cabinet, the manage-
ment to the prime minister, and the general assembly, repre-
senting employees and members, to tie parliament. They
learn the value of their right of franchise and the problems
of a representative democracy.
Whether some people call it advantageous or not, it is
the perfect training ground of socialism. More and more
the state is entering the business field and these coopera-
tors will be those best trained to fill the positions of
public administrators.
So cooperation is a valuable training ground for the
responsibilities of government and industry with the members
in a position to fulfill both.
Democracy of a Cooperative Society
]_
To foliov/ the analysis of Warbasse, who has, perhaps,
gone farther than anyone else in this field, let us begin
~ 1 . James' P'. War'tasse, Cooperative Democracy
, pp. 116-43.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1936.
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with the by-laws. All people under their influence are
there because they wish to be and not because they were born
there or forced to join. They agree to be subject to all
penalties of their own free will either by vote or by en-
trance into the society; if they cannot agree or remain tin-
der the restraint of the by-laws, they may resign.
Lav/ is for the most part handed down by the fathers
and favors the dominant class. It has complete control over
the individual and all his property; if they do not agree
it becomes necessary for the individual to change and follow
the state. Everywhere there is a government which must be
obeyed. The freedom of cooperation is surely better than
coercion by the state.
When one thinks the cooperative has failed it is easily
replaced or overthrown by a vote of the people. Unlike the
state it survives only as long as its
,
ood merits survival.
Loyalty to the state is maintained by force; loyalty to co-
operation is maintained by the service or good it does for
the individual.
A cooperative society springs from the need of the
people for better methods of distribution and merchandising
and not as a means of protection of the dominant class as
is the case of the state. In cooperation control is de-
centralized: it begins among the people and stays there
earning whatever respect is due it Tor its achievement
and not because of its ancient history.
As cooperative society enlarges Doctor Warbasse fore-
1M*
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sees the profit system disappearing to be replaced by the
better conditions possible under cooperation. If the so-
ciety has done its job well there is a high degree of loy-
alty to the organization. Observance of honesty is not
only part of its creed but essential to its success. If
there develops in the movement a disposition to cheat, as
the average individual cheats the government, cooperation
will sooner or later completely fail. This dishonesty is
one of the prime causes of slow development in the United
States where too many treasurers have run off with the co-
operative funds.
Cooperation begins locally. Its first objective is
the best conditions possible in the neighborhood in which
it exists. Unlike the state the important unit is not the
central government operated for the benefit of the state',
but the local cooperatives which are close to be individ-
uals. Government is carried on in the cooperative by the
general meeting which has been replaced in the state govern-
ment by a long chain of elected representatives.
Even in the case of the wiolesales, v/here the coopera-
tives must send elected representatives, these are chosen
from the governing groups of the local units and thereby
carry with diem their experience among the local groups.
This experience qualifies then for the position and their
origin in the local group qualifies them to represent it.
It is this decentralization that gives the cooperatives
their great democracy. They carry out decentralized control
..
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with centralized administration.
To follow this theory to its reasonable conclusion, we
find the cooperatives replacing the political state by a
non-government society. There are already nationa] bodies
in existence which might replace the political government.
irst, are the national leagues, union, and wholesales, and
second, are the national labor bodies. They could easily
constitute a two-house legislature called "the Cooperative
1
Assembly and the Industrial assembly
.
M Naturally they would
represent the cooperatives and labor respectively with the
former on a geographical basis, and the latter on a trade
or industry basis. The ultimate end would be the total
disappearance of the State or its retention only to look
after those individuals not members of the cooperative.
Doctor Warbasse concludes by suggesting that criminals
are mentally sick or victims of social injustice, and so
we should substitue restitution, forgiveness, and cure for
puni shment
.
While this undoubtedly is an ideal picture as painted
here, it is far from being impossible. The Indians of
North .onerica lived on a cooperative basis for hundreds of
years before the coming of the white man. Local units were
combined into tribes and tribes into a federation, in New
England called the Iroquois. Cooperatives in Europe have
in some places reached the point where they control whole
James P. Warbasse, op. cit., p . 141
.
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sections of the country.
As long as the population continues its present rate
of migration there is little chance of achieving the Utopia
However, if some proper method of transfering membership
and dividends could be established one of the greatest prob
lems of cooperatives would be solved. Whether the method
of handling non-members would be successful is questionable
and cot-
I
d he answered only after considerable study and ex-
perience. At least the great democratic possibilities of
such a system have been presented.
In Europe the cooperative is everywhere recognized as
the cornerstone of democracy on which can be built a system
without control of business by the state or socialistic
control of loth government and business. Today in the
dictatorial states the cooperatives have suffered contin-
ually because of this democratic attitude. In the States
where cooperatives abound the governments are practically
one hundred per cent democratic in their political control.
Ho democracy is successful without good citizenship.
This is where cooperation again aids the purpose of democ-
racy, by training the individual not only to be an asset to
the state but also to be a good citizen or voter. Leader-
ship in the cooperati e is much like leadership in the
State; the pay is relatively low, the hours long, and the
problems difficult.
Thus we find the benefit that cooperatives bring to
society, that of an ever greater degree of democracy.
.
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Closer Supervision of Business
A minor, perhaps, but nevertheless important advantage
of consumers’ cooperation is the closer supervision and con-
trol maintained by the members over the acts of the directors
and managers of the cooperatives. Many people ©lain that
the members are sure to attempt to run the business telling
the manager and eaci employee just what he does incorrectly
and what he should do and how he should d > it to be correct.
This is not, as a rule, the case. Members realize their
position and as most stockholders in any business do nothing
to interfere with the employees while they are at work.
Cooper^tors do, however, something thut few stockhold-
ers ever do and that is to attend meetings to discuss the
methods of carrying on the r usiness in order to give them
the greatest service. It is here we find their exercise of
democratic control just previously mentioned. They attend
those meetings as customers and consumers interested in the
best possible service at the lowest cost, and, unlike most
people, they are in a position to secure their demands.
Each representative or employee may be called to re-
port on the state of the wholesale of which the society is
a member of if it is the employee it may be to answer some
question or complaint. At any rate the member is able to
ask ind receive an answer to any question he may wish to
put. The idea of any of the directors of a private, pro-
fit-making corporation answering such questions is ridicu-
lous. In this type of business the directors and managers
do as they please.
.
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The contrast has been very well stated:
’‘Cooperation is based upon the principle of
centralized administration, in the interest
of efficiency, and decentralized control, in
the interest of democracy; whereas profit
business practices centralized administra-
tion and centralized control in the interest
of autocracy. '1
There is little doubt but that much of the deceit and
trickery of modern business could be abolished by this super-
vision and control exercised through the members’ vote at
the periodical meetings.
Opera ting on a Known Demand
Each member of the society buys nearly the same amount
each year. That is, the store can estimate the demand that
must be met in the various lines of products. If there is
a new demand, and a sufficient one as expressed in the gen-
eral meetings, then the manager or biufing committee will
undoubtedly add this article or articles to the store’s
supplies
.
In the case of manufacturing and wholesaling by con-
sumers’ cooperatives the same situation exists. If the de-
mand is large enough to warrant it, the product voted on
will be added to the wholesale’s warehouse and in a few
cases the wholesale will commence to manufacture a product
to fulfill the request of the members of the societies. The
wholesales carry on studies to ascertain the size of the
demand that is really present and, if it is sufficient,
1. James P. V/arbasse, Cooperative Democracy ,
New York:, The Macmillan Company, 1956.
p.13.
..
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whether it would he cheaper to buy the article or to manu-
facture it.
In either case the organization operates for a knovm
market from a fixed gro p. This makes it possible to so
schedule operations as to maintain maximum efficiency. In
the case of the wholesale it keeps no unnecessary inventory
on its shelves nor does it buy products which it cannot sell.
In this manner it is able to operate with maximum efficiency
and a minimum of wasted workin; capital. f'The cooperatives
can provision the demands of their patrons far more accur-
ately than can private stores and industry will have ap-
1
preciably less waste and spoilage from overstocking. ,f
By the same means any manufacturing to be done may be
scheduled over the full year with the many advantages accru-
ing from steady employment and escape from over and under
product on. The high cost of salesmanship promotion, etc.
are all unnecessary as the output is sold before it is made.
The ^inal result is to allow the manufacturing organization
to place a? 1 its emphasis on efficiency and quality.
There is no Incentive to keep the product scarce or
restrict its distribution just to keen the price up. Ex-
penses are spread over the greatest number of units necessary
to fill the demand and yet with no goods unable to bare their
share of the expense. The cooperative organization from top
to bottom knows what orders it will be required to fill and
T~. Paul H. Douglas, '*The
_
Real Advantages of Consumer
Cooperation , Journal of Home Economics. (September
1936) p.433.
..
'
.
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is thus able to fill them at the lowest possible cost.
Less Antagonism of Classes and Groups
Cooperation does have the interest of all groups in
its heart. Even in the case of private industry it accepts
many of its practices and uses them for the ood of all.
The cooperatives represent the consuming public which is
society itself, and as such they work for the benefit of
the whole and not certain classes. Unlike other movements,
cooperation does not lend itself to developing one class at
the expense of the rest. Labor has undoubtedly played a
large part in 11 e movement, but even so, it has united all
workers including those white collared men and women in
offices
.
”In theory consumers' cooperation is not a class move-
1
ment. Consumers are a universal class.” It is often sup-
ported chiefly by urban workers who color it with their
class consciousness. But in so doing they depart from, the
true tenets of cooperation, no matter how much the cause
may deserve their support.
Some authors on the subject of cooperation do not agree
with this stand. They think that it has and will continue
to develop along class lines. Baker in his book declares
that the very rich and very poor are out and that future
growth, especially in Europe, is expected to be towards the
1 . Report of the Inc uiry on Cooperative Enterprise in
Europe
,
p,12(5. Washington: The Government Printing
Office, 1957.
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2
middle-class
.
It is true that there has been a good deal of connec-
tion between classes and cooperation, especially in its
early history in the United States when labor unions spon-
sored practically all attempts at cooperative enterprise.
But it must be noted that these failed and consumers’ co-
operation found little success until after the World War
when it developed on more general lines, without definite
sponsorship by the trade unions.
Another source of harmony has been the better under-
standing reached between consumers’ cooperatives and the
neighboring farmers. This cannot be stated as a generality,
but nevertheless, it is true In many cases. Unsuccessful
alternates of consumers’ organizations to enter the farming
business has helped them to letter understand the problems
that must be met in producing the usual farm products. This
experience and information is invaluable in developing the
good feeling between these producing and consuming groups.
The farmers have also joined in the operations of con-
sumers’ societies with the same beneficial results. In the
United States the movement is developing on a broad level a
common meeting ground of all people. ,fA peculiarity of the
movement in this country is the fact that it is endorsed by
every class of organization laying any claim to social use-
fulness. The American movement is demonstrating that it is
1
capable of harmonizing all classes.' 1
17 James P . Warhasse, op. cit. , p.ll.
2. Jacol Baker, Cooperative Enterprise , p. 3P. TIew York
The Vanguard Press, 1937.
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Mutuality of Objectives of Labor and Consumers * Cooperatives
The employee of a consumers' cooperative is usually a
member of the society that employs him and has an equal vote
with the rest in matters before the group. He knows that all
of the members benefit from the organization. He also real-
izes that the store is competing with others and for that
reason may not be in a position to pay as high v/ages as might
be desired; for every raise in v/ages lowers the return to the
members. As part of the gro^p the employee receives savings
returns in the same manner and amount as the ordinary indi-
vidual. The laborer or union members may join the society,
and have a say as to the wages and working conditions under
which he will work and if they enlist in sufficient numbers,
will actually control these very conditions.
There are many schemes in existence for giving the em-
ployee a voice in the management of the societies. In some
it comes through a workers’ committee , in others by a repre-
sentative on the board of directors, and in some purely as
members of the society. Whichever the system may be, they
are not giving complete control of the boards, etc. as em-
ployers, although they may achieve it by election in a
majority as members.
Every effort is made to give the employees some means
of presenting their side of the case to the society or to a
committee representing the society as employees. They try
to insure cooperation between society and members just as
the individual members have as their aim cooperation to ob-
tain goods.
..
.
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Consumers' cooperatives have attempted to be good em-
ployers of labor because of a common background against which
they have grown up. ’’Though farming cooperatives were in
conflict with the business world on two points: as workers
and members of trade unions: second, as cooperators competing
with profit enterprise.” It is thus only natural for their
sympathies to be on the side of the employee rather than on
the side of management. Although they have failed in most
of the societies, they have tried to pay nigher wages, at
the expense of the society and also of good feeling, and take
collective bargaining as their right. Also they do provide
many social benefits; such as steady employment, insurance,
pensions, etc.
On the other hand the employee in some cases often shows
a remarkable lack of appreciation for the benefits they re-
ceive and go on asking for more. They accept as a matter of
course concessions which they receive from profit making
businesses only after a long fight. They even attempt to
burden the cooperative by demanding shorter hours and more
pay than employees of competing concerns are receiving. This
shortsighted policy will as the saying goes, ’’Kill the goose
that layed the golden egg.” A fair living wage is the limit
and not some figure entirely out of proportion to the work
done
.
Lcibor can expect a good deal of help from consumers’ co-
operatives in obtaining the goals it has set if they allow
lT Horace M. Kallen, "Labor in a Consumers' Economy,' 1
The Christ ian Century
.
(October 31, 1934) p.1372.
«
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these societies to continue their slow but sure development.
Any attempt to rush it will be as ineffective as labor now
accuses the cooperative to \ e. It is certainly not the key
to all labor seeks but is an important stepping stone in the
gulf that labor wants to bridge. Some societies here in the
United States are actually weakening labor by paying lower
wages and labor must be careful that consumers’ cooperatioh
does not become a pitfall.
Strikes do occur because, as mentioned above, the coop-
eratives must compete with profit business. In Europe the
wages, hours, and working conditions are distinctly better
in cooperative than in private business. One cause is the
greater turnover per employee and hence the more work done
by each. In America the coo cratives have been less success-
ful in reaching the goal of higher wages and shorter hours.
However studies "reveal that, in general, relatinnships
between t e workers and the associations were good." Strikes
were foun' to be infrequent due to: most associations in
small rural places where little labor organization anc no
tradition of concerted labor action; associations generally
small and employed only one or two workers; employees coop-
erative as well and imbued with the idea of promoting the
cause; and they were convinced members give the best wages
2
and hours conditions permit. As the movement grows and ex-
pands and more men are hired, labor will attempt to unionise
'
,
*Gooperati'.,re Associations as Emp!
Labor Review
.
(September, 1938)
Ibid., p.485.
" Monthly
9
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the employees and disputes nay be expected.
Finally cooperation has done much to give employees a
chance to compel recognition of labor's rights just as trade
unions have. It has demonstrated the power of the workers to
help themselves and develop economic organizations as great
as those of employers. Thus cooperatives have much in common
with labor and together they may be able to do a great deal
of good.
International Cooperation
The work done toward this type of cooperation has been,
for the most part, carried on by the International Coopera-
tive Alliance. For that reason this discussion will deal
1
with that body. Doctor Warbasse's book has been especially
helpful on this subject.
The Alliance, founded in 1895, "representing the appli-
cation of the cooperative principles in international rela-
tions, aims to be a union of the federated cooperative
2
societies of all countries.'
1
Headquarters are in London,
the birthplace of cooperatives. It has as its objectives:
to provide information and to encourage the study of coopera-
tion; to collect information concerning cooperative principles
and methods in all countries and to prorote educational pro-
paganda; to maintain friendly relations between the members
of the Alliance; to collect cooperative statistics; and to
promote service relations between the cooperative organiza-
1 . Jane s P . V/art a s s e
,
op . c'i't
. , pp . 62-63 .
2. Ibid., 62-63.
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tions of all countries. The societies united in this body
did a business of more than twenty billion dollars in 1934.
At suitable intervals the Alliance holds an Interna-
tional Cooperative Congress where representatives of all the
socie:, es join in discussion of the many matters that arise
concerning cooperations.
During the year there are regular meetings of the Cen-
tral Committee, composed of representatives of each country,
at which time current problems are met and disposed of.
Still more frequent are the meetings of the Executive Com-
mittee which is another of the facilitating organs of the
body which Is permitted to carry on certain work.
Along with its duties the Alliance publishes an official
organ, ”The Review of International Cooperation . n A monthly
publication; it has been issued regularly since 1908. The
magazine is another of the important factors developed by
the International Cooperative Alliance to promote interna-
tional union, sympathy, and peace. Other branches of the
central group are: the International Cooperative Wholesale
Society, an International Cooperative Banking Committee, and
an Insurance Committee. Each is busily engaged in develop-
ing the trading relations or financial relations of the
cooperatives
.
Although its usual duties were suspended during the
War, and direct communication between the two sides was cut
off, still the governing bodies were kept intact and the
Bulletin appeared on schedule in England, Prance, and Germany.
Despite the many handicaps that arose following the World
..
.
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War, f, it has maintained its proud place as the all-inclusive
I
workers’ international and this fact has given to cooperators
1
internationally a unique position.”
Interhational trade has developed along two lines:
first, direct purchase by one wholesale from another; second,
joint purchase for members. The extent of such operations
is restricted by the fluctuation in currency exchange and
the disagreement among the members as to the proper method
of procedure
.
Some favor the first of the above means of trading and
some the second. The first would call for international ex-
change of products between wholesales and thus require that
each set up an export department and also attempt to increase
the producing departments. But production is small, gener-
ally along the same lines, and, finally it goes against the
principles of producing only what is needed to meet the de-
mand. The other group foresees international development
through joint adventure. They favor developing along the
same lines as that followed by the national wholesales.
It naturally follows that cooperatives support free
trade and not the tariffs which are for the privileged few
and result in international hostility and ill-feeling.
Cooperation seeks only to assist its fellow members in dis-
tress or in need. United in a great international body of
cooperatives there may come a time when it will no longer be
1. Honora A. Enfield, Cooperation s Its ProT: lems and
Possibilities, p.47. London: Longmans
,
Green and
Co. Ltd., 1927.
,
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necessary to fight for raw materials or markets as all will
be controlled, on a strictly non-profit basis, by the people
themselves, and not by countries jealous for pov/er and profit.
In addition to the goodwill arising from these specific
organizations there is a still greater effect achieved from
the multitude of intercommunications, meetings, and exchanges
of ideas. Here lies a possibility for international peach
which is going about its work quietly but de terminably and
with more and more success.
Fairer Competition
Competition among the merchants has not been entirely
successful in insuring the best price possible to the con-
sumer. Many articles have been sold at less than cost as
lost leaders while others have been sold above cost because
of the demand or their peculiar nature. How the big combi-
nations are replacing the independent competition by giant
systems creating a monopoly all their own.
These chains centralize control of distribution and
production under one head. In so doing they copy the system
begun b7r the cooperatives but they most certainly do not
carry on with the same spirit. They are able to do things
no good cooperative can do; such as sell inferior materials,
carry on unfair selling methods, etc. The consumers’ society
on the other hand builds the sane system but from the ground
up without stooping to the many nefarious practices of its
competitors
.
The cooperative movement is also supporting the estab-
*.
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lishnent of "new undertakings, superior in productive power
and in technical equipment for distribution, and invulnerable
1
to the financial influence of monopoly interests." Going to
Europe we find this practice much more common than in the
United States. The Swedish consumers' cooperatives have
broken monopolies in galoshes, bread, fertilizer, flour,
light bulbs, etc. The prices were cut from twenty per cent
to fifty per cent.
In the United States the greatest contributions to the
consumers, in addition to the stores, has been in the field
of gas and oil. Here the savings have been very great and in
most cases reach ten per cent of cost.
The consumer has been given a chance to buy at a fair
price and yet receive the best quality ~oods. They, the
customers, are no longer in the hands of the distributors
as they, themselves, may now be in control through membership
in a cooperative.
Conclusion
Governments regard cooperatives as a stabilizing factor.
The ownership of the cooperative makes them better citizens,
more interested in the affairs of the government, more ex-
perienced in running the business, and finally better sup-
porters of the status quo. They support democracy to insure
their property and rights
.
The movement, beginning with the end not the means.
1 . Jacob Baker, op. cot.. p.150
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realizes that the only cause for production is consumption
and develops the system only as there is a demand for it. It
socializes for the good of the consumers the profits which
would otherwise go into the retail trade. The result is a
greater degree of economic equality between workers. Under
cooperation wages tend toward a higher and more uniform level
with fewer enormous salaries and more of a moderate size.
’Society as a whole gains by having its wealth
decentralized, by the utilization of what now
goes to waste in glutted markets, by the elim-
ination of needlessly multiplied stores, the
liberation of their owners and employees for
much-needed production, and by the training in
citizenship and business responsibility of
thousands wno under our present competitive
individualistic system are never trained or
used to serve in the broader fields."!
Women, granted full equality, can add their special
knowledge gained from long experience as the buyer for the
home. International goodwill is promoted along with inter-
national trade. Democracy is retained and developed by
peaceful methods. Profit is displaced by the service motive
with everyone working, not for, but with his neighbor.
These are the most important advantages that society
enjoys as a result of cooperation. The higher standard of
living, increase of education, fairer competition, closer
supervision, etc., all make the country accepting coopera-
tion a better place to live. There are some advantages that
are equally important but apply to the Individual.
1 Emerson P. Harris, Co-operation : The Hope of the
Consumer
,
p,14o. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1918.
. J .
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CHAPTER IV
SOCIAL BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS
All of the individuals receive the benefits accruing
to society in general, but there are several that concern
thenselves more with the single member than with the groups
as a whole.
Lower Price s
This is one of the important, if not the most important,
means of attracting new members to the societies. It gives
to cooperation the material profit so necessary to carry
along the more idealistic benefits. It Is a source of cold,
hard facts with which to convince an individual that he stands
to gain if he joins the cooperative. It is the proof that
this is not a Utopian dream, but a means of adding ten, fif-
teen or twenty per cent to each individual's purchasing power.
Lower prices are one of the greatest contributions
cooperatives have made towards real improvement of our eco-
nomic conditions. The effect has been both positive and nega-
tive; that is, it has lowered some prices and prevented others
from rising. An actual experiment was carried on in France,
on the day several cooperative shops were opened, where the
price of thirty articles v/ere listed that day and compared
with the cooperative prices; the private stores averaged
thirty-one per cent above the Cooperatives. Five months
later the percentage was only twenty-two per cent higher,
and six months later, it was only eleven per cent higher.
At the same time In two of the chief towns of the district.
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where the society did not open stores, prices were thirty per
cent higher. This could not happen in the United States,
where the chain store has such a wide system, except in rare
instances. However the savings that are made are no less
real because they amount to a lower per cent than that in
the example
.
This effect on prices is important because it shows
that even under the capitalistic system cooperatives can ef-
fect a saving not only to its members but to other people as
well. The lov/er the prices the higher the real wages. Co-
operatives do not raise prices except as a result of an act-
ual rise in the cost of production or distribution. Under a
private, profit-making system prices fluctuate with scarcity
or over-production, or any of the many other reasons given
for increasing the price a few cents to get more profit.
This stability of prices maintains the purchasing power
at the same place, and in eliminating the fluctuations it
provides more steady employment. Cooperatives are not in-
clined to raise T^rices except as a result of an actual rise
in the cost of producti n or distribution, and its cautious
management prevents undue lowering during the duration of
price wars or price cutting. Baker reports tests showing
the effect of establishing cooperatives in several communi-
ties; individual cases s v owed drops of seven and one half,
2
ten, and fourteen per cent.
TT Honora A. Enfield, op. cit., p.18.
2. Jacob Baker, op. cit., p.122.
.
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These lower prices emanate from the savings that coop-
eratives can make on the costs of doing business. The em-
ployees wait on more people; warehouse and trucking service
costs less because of the steady flow of goods; these in turn
lead to lower costs of operation and distribution per unit.
Interest rates are lower than those available to private
business, the funds held on reserve and deposit being the
source of capital. Wages and salaries are less and in cases
of executives’ the difference is enormous. A former director
of the English Cooperative Wholesale Society was asked why
he was so satisfied with such a small salary. He replied,
”1 enjoy the esteem of my colleagues: I have great power; I
have great faith in the cooperative ideal. These things
1
satisfy me
.
! '
Profit-making business must pay their executives high
salaries but the management committee of the cooperative do
their work for nothing. Members give freely of their ser-
vices and ideas. In many states taxes are lower because the
Income to the store Is not a profit but simply an overcharge
that must be returned.
Cooperatives do not need the expensive and luxurious
buildings that private business must build or equip. Adver-
tising costs for these organizations are negligible. Added
to the low interest rate mentioned. Is the fact that the
capital mentioned is quite low.
~~
Charles Hide , Consumers ’ Cooperative bocie/qies_ ,
p.23. Hew York : Alfred A. Knopf, J .
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Finally there are the surplus profits or savings -return
which constitute one of the biggest sources of cost differen-
tiation. In Great Britain the saving averages about ten per
cent. If the family does all its shopping at the store of a
successful society, it can often save twent;^ per cent. This
means the total savings in fair prices, weight, and measures,
and other benefits. In the United States the return runs
from one and one-half per cent to seventeen per cent with
seven per cent the average. It is to be remembered that this
is a return on what is spent, not saved. It adds an addi-
tional seven per cent to the purchasing power of the consumer
So we see the lower prices that are available under the
cooperative syster . These societies meet all price competi-
tion and give ten per cent more for the same money than if
spent at an independent or chain store.
Increased Savings
Many societies encourage their members in the policy of
leaving their s avings-return on deposit and not to withdraw
it. The funds are then used as a source of low interest
capital. In some cases banking departments are built up
with these funds as a basis. In both England and America,
and the rest of the world for that matter, workingmen and
women are accumulating savings out of their expenses.
The more an individual spends, the more he receives in
dividends, and the more he receives in dividends, the more
he can spend; it is a never ending circle. People are not
only permitted to save, but are encouraged and helped to save
.'
.
.
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The profits of the business go to these customers on the
basis of their patronage; hence they can either take it out
or leave it in the society and receive interest. Many are
no?/ using it as the means of building a fund for the "rainy
day.
"
Better Quality Merchandise
This is one of the questions on which there is a very
decided difference of opinion. It is one of the principles
of consumers ’ cooperation that they shall give the customer
good quality and not attempt to sell him lov/ grade or use-
less goods. How far this ideal is carried out seems to be
a matter of question. There are good authorities on both
sides of the argument.
In favor of or supporting the quality of consumers’
goods is Baker who says, "The result is what one would ex-
pect, that in the active, well-managed cooperative, qualitv
1
is maintained at high levels." Paul Douglas also defends
the high standard of cooperative products: "Cooperation
provides its members with a far higher quality of goods for
2
their money than does private trade." Charles T. Jackson
gives the cooperatives his vote, "For every case of defi-
cient quality, exa; gerated claims, a 'peals to false buying
motives, it is possible to cite instances of noteworthy
quality, reliable (sometimes disparaging) descriptions of
1. JacoT Baker, op. cit., p7T22.
2. Paul H. Douglas, "The Real Advantages of Consumer
Cooperation," Journal of Home Economics. (Sept.,
193G ) p.434.
.
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products, even recommendations not to buy, and spectacular
1
savings to members.
"
On the other side, J. B. Matthews states, "Irrelevant
merchandising appeals of one kind or another are, we find,
employed by most consumers’ cooperatives." He also says,
thev "land the qualitv of their products are above actual
2
worth." E. St.Elmo Lewis says, "Too many make no real
5
effort to protect their members from poor products."
Those condemning cooperatives accuse them of stocking
goods of inferior quality on the excuse that they are in
demand. This is hardly sufficient; one of the objects of
cooperatives is to educate the members on what and how to
buy. Many of them do this, but the number that fail in
their job is still too great.
They think that any system with a large measure of
control does not keep up the quality of its goods. They
cite as an example the case of many over-advertised goods
in European cooperatives, especially many cure-alls and
quackeries. Cooperatives in this country are often less
efficiently organized, yet must pay out the savings-return
which are its chief drawing card; this leaves little room
to compete v/ith others on the quality of its goods. They
are too interested in the balance sheet and profits.
1. Charles T. Jackson”, ,rIn Defense of Cooperatives."
Atlantic Monthly
.
(March, 193 r ) p.335.
2. J.B. Matthews
,
kThe Cooperative--An Experiment in
Civilization," Atlantic Monthly . (December, 1936) p.708.
3. E. St .Elmo Lewis, "A Critique of Consumer Cooperative
Theory and Practice," Annal s of the American Academy
of political and Social Science
.
CM&: r
,
1937) p.198.
.-'.X*- i<i i >u»J
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On the other hand, cooperatives have done much good v/ork
in the use of fair weights and measures and in improvement
of quality. Individual cases of poor management may he cited
in cooperative stores just as in any other, hut by far the
greater majority of these organizations stock high quality
merchandise and are attempting the education of their members
in proper methods of purchasing.
No system is perfect and the cooperative movement is
no exception. But they are working in the right direction
at least. Management committees, chosen from among the mem-
bers, have the same tastes and judgment as the membership,
and thus, are able to define quite clearly what is expected
in the form of quality. They a^-so carry on experiments to
test the makeup of each of the articles they are to use. In
the case of farmers’ consumers' cooperatives it is very easy
to analyze the fertilizers, seeds, oil, gasoline, etc. They
have certaihly reached a high degree of quality in all their
merchandi se
.
In general it may be said that consumers' cooperatives
are, everywhere, seeking high standards of quality, al-
though some may be more successful than others. It is up to
each individual society and its members as to the degree of
perfection that they will demand. The leaders are trying to
educate them at least and that is more than can be said of
private industry where every article made is the leader in
its field and without equal. Cooperatives have started
along the right road and will sooner or later reach their
',
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objective: superior quality of all goods.
Better Service
This benefit has been air ost completely covered under
the preceding items. When the owner and the customer are
the same there is no motive to cheat but simply to supply
themselves with quality goods at quality prices. It is just
a means of satisfying a need. The best way to get help is
to get it from oneself, and that is the spirit of the coop-
erative. If the member does not receive the proper treat-
ment he may exercise his right of objection in the democratic
meeting. He has the right to demand and receive adjustment
if his request is fair.
I
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CHAPTER V
PROBLEMS OP THE CONSUMERS' COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT
The problen of organizing ancl operating a consumers'
cooperative Is far more difficult than may appear at first
glance. The old line companies are not going to stand idly
by and alDow themselves to be run out of business. There is
opposition from the people themselves. It is no simple mat-
ter to arouse the necessary interest among the people when
they are satisfied with the present system.
Opposition of the State
As the cooperative movement grows it comes in contact
with the socializing state, insistent upon performing duties
and services often undertaken by the movement. The coop-
erative electric light and power organizations must face
government competition.
Hostile interests use the state and national govern-
ments to hinder and persecute the cooperative movement.
Consumer societies do rot want to admit that they must do
something about this opposition. They should take a defin-
ite stand and all;/ themselves with one party or the other,
or organize a Hoc large enough to be important. They have
no powerful lobbies, so they must either build one, or con-
trol sufficient votes to make their voice heard. As one
author put it, ’’the consumer cooperative movement has suc-
sumbed in many countries to forces that were neither so
.
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1
scrupulous nor virtualistic as themselves.”
Russia, Italy, and Germany are prime examples, where
the stores have > een destroyed, the people killed
,
and the
movement greatly curtailed or abolished. In England it has
^ o t reached this stage or anywhere near approached it,
though there are attacks by private shopkeepers and big
business. In that country the Finance Act of 1933 levied
a tax on cooperatives of about six million dollars a year,
despite the fact that savings of consumers’ cooperatives
are in no way profits but only an overcharge which is being
returned. In France they are taxed on profit or turnover.
"Survival of cooperatives is made much more precarious by
2
lav/s discriminating against them. " In Norway no chains are
permitted or sales to non-members.
In the United States the antagonism has been chiefly
local in scope. The reason: cooperation has not reached a
size v/here it causes the profit system any great degree of
worry. The government is indifferent, except that it does
not pass bills which v/ould benefit consumers’ cooperatives.
It has granted funds for study and aid, but these have been
applied to agriculture primarily. As business picks up the
government officials lose their interest. Roosevelt thinks
that they should learn to stand on their own feet if they
are to last and, for this reason, maintains a hands off
1. Hert ert A. Fierat", ,fConsumer Cooperation and Labor,"
New Republic
.
(November 18, 1936) p.69.
2. Goodwin Watson, "Have the Co-ops Been Oversold"?
The Christian Century
.
(June 16, 1937) p.772.
.
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policy of interested indifference.
While we in America have little worry concerning this
problem, until the growth of cooperatives is much greater,
it does not mean that it can be ignored. One law or bill
can wipe out all that has been won after years of hard ef-
fort. If such v/ere passed, it would be too late to find
some weapon with which to fight back; now is the time to
develop it.
Opposition of Vested Interests and Profit Busines s
Wherever consumers* coo eratives cone in contact or
competition with profit-making business there is either con-
flict or tad feeling. The various associations and the
press attack this new business whenever possible. They
start stories and rumors to injure the credit and to influ-
ence the members to withdraw their balances for fear of
losses
.
The fight that Sweden has had with vested interests
has already been covered. "Cooperation represents the eco-
nomically weaker and inexperienced elements of society com-
i
peting against the stronger and experienced elements." The
conditions of competition are in the hands and under the
control of the more influential groups. People are used to
our present methods and can see nothing wrong with them.
Law, usage, and tradition support the system of toe: ay.
Profit-business is controlled by a few men who dictate
Y. James P. V/a'rb'a'sse
,
op", cit
. ,
p . 17 2
.
'.
.
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the policies and can act quickly in time of emergency or
opportunity. While the cooperative is meeting to talk the
situation over, the private individual may go ahead without
delay. Even though an attempt to solve this problem is
made in the use of centralized administration, the members
in a later meeting may veto the acts of their directors or
managers
.
Cooperatives are interested, as we have seen, in many
functions besides the commercial one of making a profit.
Private enterprise considers only one thing and that is its
profit. It may use many methods to reach its objectives
which are not open to consumers’ cooperatives. They boy-
cott the cooperatives by refusing to deal with them; they
bribe their employees by offering higher pay.
Consumers’ cooperatives have a hard fight on their
hands if they are to gain and hold their position. They
can, through loyalty and hard work, defeat the attempts of
the vested interest to destroy them. The returns may be
low over a long period of time but they may triumph because
of their natural advantages.
Competition of the Chain Store
In the United States the chain store system has reached
the degree of perfection unequalled in any other country.
Their methods of marketing and distribution are so success-
ful as to reduce prices to a minimum and offer competition,
that cooperatives are not only hard put to meet, but, which
precludes the necessity of organizing any cooperative at all.
..
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It Is possible for a chain store to open near a snail
independent cooperative and by cutting prices drive it out
of business. The only solution in a case like this is to
educate the renters so that they can see the long range ad-
vantages of a cooperative store and as a result, patronize
their ovm establishment even though it be at a tenporary
loss. But this is only short-lived and even good and loyal
cooperators cannot he expected to go on indefinitely buying
at higher prices.
The real hope is a cooperative wholesale which will
allow these societies, even in isolated connunities, to
compete on an even scale. The best exanple of this took
place in northern Wisconsin and the adjacent states where
many failures were suffered until the number was large
enough to form a wholesale. "This wholesale, since 1989,
has witnessed the failure of most of its competitors, and
the success of its constituent societies is practically
1
guaranteed .
”
In addition to the local wholesale are the neighboring
wholesales, the wholesales of other countries, and the Inter-
national wholesale, all ready to lend assistance. Some of
our cooperatives carry on a lively business with the
British Wholesale Society.
Hie big advantages of chain stores are: large organi-
zations, inferior quality of goods, reduced prices, low
overhead, and tremenduous buying power. Their selling power
~ 1~. Janes P . Warhas s e
,
op. cTt
. ,
p. 167
.
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is another. They are able to obtain special selling allow-
ances from Manufacturers because of the selling service
1
which they can offer to the producer. The chains do their
own sale promotion for a special fee and then use the fee
to cut prices. The cooperatives have the advantage of:
low capital cost, large volume of trade, lower executive
salaries, standardized goods, and the sane, but not equal,
powers of mass buying. In addition, J he urge for profits,
repeated calls for dividends, and demands of the creditor
banks work to the disadvantage of the chains.
Which then is the more likely to succeed? The chains
are because they have already reached a high position and
are firmly entrenched. Therefore, tthey seem the one to stay
on top. Let us compare the operation of a successful con-
sumers’ cooperative with the picture of the chain system.
These figures are taken from the Business Week of April
2
20, 1935. The Cloquet Cooperative Society of Cloquet, Min-
nesota, one of the most successful of American cooperatives,
operates four general merchandise stores, a filling station,
and runs dry goods and coal departments on the side. In the
first six months of 1934 it transacted a total business of
three hundred and thirty -four thousand, eight hundred and
seventy-nine dollars and fifteen cents. It did that on a
gross profit margin of fourteen and forty-n ne hundredths
TV Under the" Robinson-Patman T ill price differentials
must now be predicated on cost differentials.
'Consumer Cooperatives on the Up,' 1 Business Week.
(April 20, 1935) p.18.
2 .
’
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per cent. Corporate chains, according to 1932 Harvard
School ox" Business study, require an average gross margin
of twenty-two and twenty-five hundredths per cent. Further
the Cloquet Cooperative’s total expenses were only ten and
twenty-three hundredths per cent of net sales as cor pared
with the chain's average of twenty and ninety-seven hun-
dredths per cent. Hate of stock turn for cooperatives,
estimated on the basis of six months, was twelve and twenty-
nine hundredths times a year while that of the chain stores
was only eleven and sixty-six hundredths times.
These figures decidedly favor the cooperative. It
shows what may be accomplished by an efficient, well-run
cooperative society. To make the picture more general we
may look at Table I. on the following page. Here is the
comparison of some ninety cooperatives with several thousand
private stores. The figures for the profit-making businesses
are the medium figures; those for the cooperatives are
arithmetical averages. Dun and Bradstreet's experience
has been that the medium figures are usually somewhat lower
than the average for the same group. Therefore the statis-
tics for the private enterprises might have been somewhat
higher if they were computed by the same method as used for
the cooperatives. These figures represent only a small per
cent of the country as a whole, but they do offer a valuable
means of comparing the ability or efficiency of private,
chain, and cooperative stores.
We are more interested in the competition of the chain
..
TABLE I
Comparative Operating Costs of Representative Cooperative
and Private Stores, 1935, Figures Dun and
Bradstreet 1936 Retail Survey.
c. Equals overhead plus profit for private stores. Co-op-GM.
d. Not reported
i. Clark Kerr, "Comparative Retailing Costs of Consumers f
Cooperatives
,
!T Annals of the American Academy of Doli-
ticai and Social Science. (May, 1957) p. 115 ,
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store and will, therefore, give our attention to these fig-
ures. The first item that attracts our attention is the
larger sales per unit found in the cooperative store as
compared with the chain or private store. The California
re ion is more recent and less well advanced so its showing
is rather poor. But where the consumers’ cooperative has
reached a full development it can realise some savings be-
cause of the lower cost on each dollar of sales.
One of the biggest disadvantages that cooperatives
must face is shown by the figures on their cost of £ oods as
compared with that of the chains. There is an eight to
thirteen per cent differential in favor of the chains. It
makes it possible for the large units to start their opera-
tion with an average cost ten per cent lower than the con-
sumers' society. In other costs, however, the integrated
stores do not have such large or any savings not realized
by the cooperatives.
The total overhead of the latter is lower; this in-
cludes pay roll, rent, advertising, taxes, and all other.
Utilities' cost is the only portion of overhead in which
the cost for chains is equalled or approached.
The profit they make is hard to compare because of the
lack of adequate figures for a sound decision. The amount
of return is rather close and the cooperative seems to be
on nearly equal footing. It is on the gross margin that
the chains pick up their big advantage. The low cost of
sales yields a high gross margin which in turn permits higher
-.
'
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expenses. The consumers’ cooperative operating on a lov/er
margin must have lower costs or cease doing business.
The cost of retailing to consumer and inventory turn-
over favor the cooperative. The per cent of stores making
a profit is decidedly superior as well. Even so, the large
combination car., afford to have a store fail to share its
burden, but still realize a profit on the savings resulting
from the increased value of goods bought and sold. The in-
dividual cooperative must make a profit or go out of business.
To take the picture as a whole, it is easy to see wh
y
the large groups can compete more successfully. With only
fifty-nine per cent of their stores returning a profit they
still realize a greater one on their whole system than do
many if not most of the cooperatives. It also shows why
one chain store set up near a cooperative nay force it out
of business by operating at a loss, with the view in mind
of earning it back when there is no longer any competition.
Finally, it shows that the cooperatives must seek to better
their methods of purchase if they are to continue to com-
pete with these groups. The use of wholesales has done much
to help the cause and as they grow in size, strength, and
number, the consumers’ cooperative will be better able to
compete with the chain store.
Centralized Administration
It is difficult to decide just how far this centrali-
zation and integration should be carried without destroying
the advantages of cooperative feeling or work. There are
.
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undoubtedly economics through large-scale operation and
centralized administration, Mbut something is lost in effi-
ciency directly, the center becomes too remote from its
branches, and much is actually lost in that personal inter-
est and responsibility of the individual member on which
1
the success of every democracy depends."
Once progress is made beyond the small group, it is
questionable if part-time management committees are success-
ful, and for that reason, it may be necessary to go into
the competitive field and hire competent executives. Many
schemes are in operation: some employ a part-time executive
committee; others a full-time committee: some use paid di-
rectors with a supervisory board of members. Mo matter v/hat
method is used, it brings on the problem of control and man-
agement which will retain the democracy of the movement.
There must be a balance between the freedom and ease
of movement needed by the wholesale society in its broader
scope and the necessity of supervision by the local organi-
zations. '’Management controls most of the big European co-
operatives as definitely as it controls many large corpora-
2
tions in America.” Despite the fact that management has
given good service, the problem is not yet solved nor does
it seem to be in any better position now than it ever ' was.
1. James P. Warn asse
,
op. cit., p.35.
2. Report of t he Inquiry on Cooperative Enterpris e in
Europe -1937
,
p.127. Washington: The Government
Printing Office, 1937.
.
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Relation s Between Marketing and 0on suning Societies
The relations between the marketing and consumers’ co-
operatives have not been especially friendly. Jealousy and
conflict between the two has arisen on several points:
first, overlapping on many activities such as dairies, cheese
factories, and the like that could be operated, and were, by
both; second, differences in principle --farmers feared that
consumers were too interested in keeping down prices and,
therefore, would disregard their plight: third, consumers’
societies for the abolition of profit feared large marketing
1
associations with opportunities for monopoly. They have dis-
agreed as to price every time they have carried on business.
The results have been less disastrous than might have
been expected. Such overlapping as takes place often en-
ables the consumers’ societies to understand from practical
experience what the farmers’ problems are, and as a result,
the relations between the two are carried on with less
difficulty.
Some trouble still arises because the farmers often
represent a small group and are, therefore, less able to
give standard quality. On the other hand, producers are
sometimes forced to deal with loosely organized groups, and
as a result, undergo a financial risk.
As long as they are seeking opposite ends, one raising,
the other lowering prices, there is sure to be disagreement.
~1T. Honora A. Enfield
,
Coo^Krratl on : Its Problems and
Possibilities
,
pp. 59-61. London: Longmans, Green
and Co. Ltd., 1927.
*.
.
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If they carry on their relations in a business -like nanner,
without expecting favors, they usually reach an equitable
decision.
There is the problem of overlapping between consumers'
societies in the same area. This is poor cooperation and
management. It results in duplication of investment, ser-
vice, and expense. Both attempt to secure new members by
higher dividends or lower prices. Such results in the fail-
ure of one, or both. Proper planning may prove the solution
to this problem with the possibility that they may settle
their difficulties, and unite as one body.
Branding
By packaging and advertising many producers have built
a very profitable business. Bedause of the value of the
brand name they are often able to charge prices above their
true value
. For this reason many consumers' cooperatives
favor the buying of unbranded or bulk goods.
One problem the buying committee or manager must settle
is whether or not the trade -nark or brand is used for the
benefit of the consumer or for the manufacturer's own pro-
fit. There is another and perhaps more important question
than choosing between packaged and bulk goods. ’’The question
is whether the cooperative buying system will not enable the
consumer to obtain like quality and adequate assurance of
quality, cleanliness, and sanitary conditions without pay-
1
ing the excessive price of the advertised brand.”
"l ." Emerson P. Haines, Co-operation--Tne Hope of the
Consumer, p.l )9. Hew York: The Macmillan Company,
1918 .
-
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The cooperative society guarantees quality, and as a
result, is not forced to overcome the suspicion or doubt
with which the ordinary distributor must contend. For this
reason the policy that would seen best is that of testing
in a laboratory and then approving or refusing to buy. It
may be possible to have the cooperative brand placed on the
product and sell at a lower price for equal quality, never-
theless, it is often easier, more time-saving, and certainly
more sanitary to sell in a machine made package. So the
question is not only one of whether to buy the branded or
the bulk goods strictly on a price basis, but, also, how
much time will be lost at the store by weighing and tying.
It is often cheaper to get goods ready to sell without
further handling on the part of the storekeeper.
Packaging then is not as important as the advertising,
sales program, and extra profits that the manufacturer may
have added into the price. A good reliable Co-on brand,
properly protected by tests for quality, is the best solu-
tion to the problem of packaging. Some advertised goods
must be carried, but only those that would otherwise result
in lost trade. Proper consumer education by the cooperative
occupies an important field in this problem
Dependent on Capitalism
Cooperatives remain on the outer edges of light indus-
tries and make few or no attempts to enter into any of the
heavier industries. Being dependent on these industries
means in the final analysis that the consumers’ cooperatives
«
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are dependent on the capitalistic system. Any time those
in control want to do it, they can either put the co-ops out
of business or badly cripple them.
This is assuming that the key industries can be united
in such an effort. They never have been, and perhaps never
will. However, it is entirely possible :hat such a union
may be brought about. If successful, they would have to face
the questionable attitude of the government and the reaction
of the people.
There is "already a more than adequate basic industry
1
in operation and so no use in building more." It is economi-
cally unsound to construct more factories v/hen those already
in existence are more than sufficient. If the cooperatives
grow large they are forced to work in harness, with capitalism
just as is being done in England and Sweden.
Cooperation can make savings in distribution and sell-
ing. Quite naturally the result is to increase the buying
power, and hence, the market. The capitalistic society or
industry will hesitate to interfere with any system that is
giving it more business than they previously had. Coopera-
tion has not yet reached the size necessary to force the
capitalistic system to any extremes. Perhaps v/hen it does,
it will be of sufficient power to successfully combat any
efforts at its destruction.
1. Goodwin Vfatson, ' rH ..ve the Co-ops Been Oversold,"
The Christian Century
. ( June 16, 1937) p.771.
.
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CHAPTER VI.
PROBLEI IS OF INDIVIDUAL CONSUMERS » COOPERATIVES.
Causes of Failure
There are tv/o major headings under which most of the
causes nay be combined: one, faults due to poor management
in the application of the basic principles and methods; two,
faults due to lack of cooperative spirit in the membership.
The list of causes is quite long: lack of experience,
of interest, and oversight of the directors; operation on
too snail a margin or on borrowed money; declining prices;
poor location; strikes; depression or unemployment in the
trades of .the members
;
fire, purchase of poor stock; undue
expansion; extension of credit to members; sale at such low
prices that there is no adequate margin for management ex-
pense: inefficient service; factional disputes; long time
to build; slow accumulation of capital; lack of educational
work among the members; overhead too high; insufficient
capital; buying on credit; defective accounting; failure to
develop reserves before paying dividends: underselling by
competitors: development in a society adjusted to the pro-
fit motive: and finally, inefficiency and bungling on the
part of the employees.
These are many of the reasons that consumers’ coopera-
tives have failed. It is the responsibility of the officers
and members to assure themselves that the proper care is
being taken to prevent the occurrence of any of the above
No one can hand down certain laws or hard.mentioned causes.
..
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fast rules tliat will guarantee against loss or disorganiza-
tion. It is strictly up to the individuals and the repre-
sentatives they may elect.
Proh lens of Organization
Before any attempt to start a store r:ay he made, there
are several steps through which the prospective members
1
should pass. E. R. Bowen gives us ten. The first is that
there must be some individual who is struck with a clear
realizati n or- the vital significance of the movement and
follows it with a thorough study and a final determination
to carry his thought into action.
Second, a small group drawn together by the first indi
vidual, who in turn also become inspired to lead in organ-
izing their neighborhood, and who thoroughly inform them-
selves about the cooperative movement
.
Mass meetings to
give publicity and to create general interest, concluded by
a call for voluntary leaders, and the setting Tip of
Discussion-Circles
.
These circles must be small enough to encourage parti-
cipation by every member and meet often enough to maintain
interest. Voluntary leaders are selected by the groups.
Sixth, discussion material, in the fora of outlines, refer-
ences, and magazines, is compiled.
General rallies of members and leaders of all discus-
sion circles are held in each neighborhood for reinforcing
1 . Hh if. Bowen ,~~A 'Cooperative Economic Democracy
,
Back Cover. New York: The Cooperative League,
1938.
.*
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confidence, answering questions, and group recreation. Next,
practical organization of the cooperative after a thorough
understanding of the principles and practices. Ninth, the
appointment of an educational and recreational committee
within each cooperative association which must persistently
carry on an educational and recreational program among em-
ployees, youth, {.and adult.
Finally, the "thorough organization of the association
to rapidly develop to the utmost the possibilities of group
action in all fields of supplies, services, insurance, fin-
ance, eduction and recreation amon ; the members, and to con-
stantly extend the benefits of such organization to everyone
1
in the community. rf
Once the society is ready to open the store there are
certain problems that must be met. Where the location of
the store shall be is of the greatest importance. It must
not only be convenient to the members, but also must be so
situated as to attract new members; both without carrying a
burden from high rent. The interior of the store should fit
the pocketbook of the society, neatness and cleanliness being
more important than luxuriousness. The buyer must be either
a trained man with long experience or an unpaid group of mem-
bers with adequate knowledge of the process of buying. The
questions of pricing, delivery, etc., all must be settled
before the store can open its doors.
1. E. R. Bowen, op. cit.. Back cover.
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Once the store is organized the difficulties have just
begun. There are many problems arising in the operation of
any store, plus the problems arising from the internal func-
tions of the society itself.
Maintenance of Interest and Proper Control
There is much indifference among the members; usually
a few interested individuals do the work necessary to carry
on the business. f’There are hundreds of reasons given for
the failure of co-operative stores, but they practically
1
all simmer down to the lack of intelligent perseverance."
Of the many causes of disaster, disloyalty and disinterest-
edness are two of the most important.
There are always certain individuals who want to control
or run things for their own self-advancement . They do most
of the thinking and plan most of the action. The rest of
the members are either shy or, as is more often the case,
just lack the proper interest. They remain indifferent al-
lowing the active minority to operate the business, and hence
put them in a position to promote their own interest.
On one occasion the secretary of a society of some seven
thousand members was asked how many attended the last meeting
M
’About four hundred--and tl at was about four hundred too
2
many,’ he said in an aside to the president of the society.”
This is the root of the trouble with many societies. Most
~1l 7 Emerson P. Harris, op~. cTt.
,
p.144.
2
. Jane s P . Wart a s s e , Cooperative Democracy , p . 17 1
.
IIew York; Harper & Brothers P\iblishers, 1936.
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of then lack sufficient interest, and those in control are
glad they do.
As the society reaches a more advanced stage the nanager
and a few of the eriployees nay take over the society, some-
tines to such an extent as to dictate to the members who
shall be on tl e board of directors. The result is not always
bad. Sometimes these men are intelligent and work for what
they consider to be the best interest of the society. The
difficulty is that they nay be wrong.
There are two possible solutions tc this problem. The
first, and widely user!, method is to divide the large society
into snail district groups. These in turn nay make use of
the second solution which is education, frequent meetings,
renorts on the affairs of the society, and finally, inter-
ested discussion. Lack of interest is a world -wide problem,
and though much has been done in an attempt to overcome it,
there is still a great deal that remains undone.
Management
Consumers’ cooperatives are heavily handicapped, not
only by the lack of tecimical management, but also because
of the lack of personal management. The manager does not
have the money invested, and hence, need not depend on suc-
cessful operation for his salary. If the store fails, he
may simply lay the blame on the management committee, and
find anot er ,1ob.
There are too many managers of American societies who
have been hired because of their training and experience in
.
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private trade. They know and care little about cooperation
and yet draw the sane salaries that they have been used to
receiving. Their chief interest is in the return on the
money invested and in attending to this, they are very likely
to slight the basic cooperative principles in order to pro-
tect this profit.
There is incompetence among those rising from the coop-
erative ranks. They are not fitted for business and know
nothing of buying, selling, fixing prices, etc. They have
little chance of advancement and the salary is snail so that
the calibre of the men is proportionally low. The coopera-
tive is often forced to take as a manager, someone ?/ho has
been cast off by the profit business as inconpe tent . "When-
ever a society fails, there is always one explanation ready;
1
it is the fault of the management."
The salary that the managers will be paid is, as pointed
out above, relatively low . Executive officials in Europe
rarely, if ever, go above ten thousand dollars: in England
in private business he would get twenty thousand to seventy-
five thousand dollars. In Sweden the top salary is five
thousand dollars compared to twenty thousand or twenty-five
thousand dollars in profit business. There is undoubtedly
added prestige In running a cooperative, and this helps to
compensate trie better men. "It is because co-operation gives
these less tangible rewards that it is able to get its
T. Charles hide, ConsurerG 1 Co-oper^ti^e Societies
,
p. 191 . Hew York: Alfred A. Knoph, Inc., 1922.
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business done efficiently on much lower maximum salaries to
1
its leaders than in private business."
It is difficult to choose the right man for manager, and
still more difficult to secure the willingness to obey his
orders once he is in. After cliques and self-interest groups
conspire to put the wrong man in office, or because of re-
fusal to carry out his authority, set all his work at naught.
Good men are difficult to discover, educate, and keep. If
cooperatives are to compete with private business they must
do something about this problem.
Some individual wholesale societies as that in Wisconsin,
atte-pt to solve the problem by running a training school for
those interested in management. They have great difficulty
finding likely prospects and in keeping then from being lured
away be private business.
There are others who see the chain stores as a valuable
source of executives because- of the individuals desire to
escape the r echanicul routine of getting profits by replacing
it with more human contacts which arise in the cooperative
store. Many managers may be made more efficient by placing
full authority and responsibility in their hands. Their
job is difficult, but if they have full control they will
work harder for success, if for no bther reason than self-
pride or self-esteem.
Some think there is not much of a pro* ler here, "Up to
1. Paul H . Douglas
,
"The Heal Advantages of Consumer
Cooperation, " Journal of Home Economics. (September,
1936) p.435.
.
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the present the cooperatives of Ihirope have not lacked, good
management
,
nor do the active cooperative managers have any
1
misgivings on that score about the future.” On the other
hand, many among the leaders and critics feel that there is
a real and, ts yet, unsolved problem in the development of
sufficient high calibre e ecutives for the future.
Labor or Employee s
One of the first questions is the part that the employ-
ees should play in this society. That is, what voice shall
he have in the affairs of this business. As pointed out in
the discussion of the benefits of cooperation to society, it
seems that much is to be gained from proper employee repre-
sentation. However, just what his place shall be is a orob-
len that the individual society must meet and settle accord-
ing to its own composition.
Another problem is what claim the employees have on the
surplus. Some feel that as long as there is any surplus or
dividend that the cooperative can afford to increase their
workers’ wages. This claims the whole surplus for the em-
ployees and is absurd. There is, nevertheless
,
a good argu-
ment that part of the surplus or savings should go to the
employees. Just how much is again the problem of the individ-
ual society, and will depend on the employees and members.
What the wage of the employee should be is another prob-
lem. If the cooperative is to compete with private business,
Jacob Baker, Cooperative Enterprise
, p . 81 . New
York: The Vanguard Press, 1937.
1 .
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it cannot afford to pay nore than the going rate. On the
other hand, the consumer society sometimes forgets that fair
wages and hours are, or ought to 1 e, one of its basic tenets.
They should attempt to lead the field whenever it is possible.
It is better to pay this higher salary only if it is
justified* by the service performed. If possible the co-op
should get good employees and train then so as to obtain
better results and thus be able to pay a little nore accord-
ing to the service performed. Just what the wage will be is
again a question for the individual society and its members
or manager. In any case the cooperative should train its
employees in the proper method of doing things and in the
cooperative aims and ideals.
hide says that the conflict between cooperative societies
and their employees will not be very acute as long as they
limit themselves to retail trade u.nd employ only shop assis-
tants who are somewhat above the level of the ordinary work-
1
ing class. They can understand the problems of the coopera-
tive, and hence, their demands wj 11 be more rational. They
have a good chance, because of employee representation or
membership, to solve their disputes without resorting to the
usual weapons of labor.
These are the major points of difficulty which arise
between a consumers ' cooperative and its employees. As men-
tioned above, it is necessary for each society to face its
Charles Gide, op. cit.. pp. 245-246.
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own problems and settle ther as it seems best. There nay be
the broad general principles of cooperation which will act
as a guide, but for nore concrete disputes, it is up to the
group to find the solution for itself.
Miscellaneous Problems
.
There are certain problems which should be pointed out
a little nore specifically than as listed in the causes of
failure, and yet not as fully as the treatment given the pre-
ceding ones.
Many individuals loin the consumers’ cooperatives purely
for the financial return. Often the whole group may be ob-
sessed with the idea of dividends. They become dividend
hunters and not cooperators. They lay aside the ideals of
fair dealing with their employees, quality, etc., and bend
every effort towards increased profits and higher savin -s-
return
.
The cooperative should make every effort to protect
members of the committees from the temptation of bribes.
They should put in honest men who do not need the money or
t ose who are above such things.
The problem of the individual, isolated society is an-
other that should be noted. These cooperatives often suffer
for want of proper education or guidance; their methods are
sometimes wrong. Education may be diverted to the stimula-
tion of loyalty when the real need is better management.
Often these groups are so overcome with the cooperative idea
that they fail to reali-ee that their loyalty is misdirected.
.
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and that the savings available to then are insufficient to
warrant the continuation of the society.
Failure means more than the loss of money; there is the
additional and important effects on the people themselves.
It causes discouragement
,
loss of hope and idealism. The
members lose the last thing that may help them to improve
their standard of living.
Can Cooperatives Plan the Future ?
The final problem to be discussed, is whether the coop-
erative recognizes the need for planning and does it offer
the possibility of maximum production. The consumers' coop-
eratives cannot in themselves demonstrate the advantages of
social planning. This is possible only where all variables
are considered and provided "'or. Each can plan in itself,
or a group of stores may plan together, but the main problem
of relations between businesses is still unsolved. The whole
system of production and consumption must be coordin .ted be-
fore any successful planning may be undertaken.
If the whole system were cooperatives than planning
would be possible. "But the realistic leaders do not foresee
1
any expansion to the whole system." On the other hand.
Doctor V/arbasse discusses the problem with the thought in
mind that cooperation will eventually control the productive
and distributive system throughout the world. Without at-
tempting to answer this question at present, it is sufficient
1. Goodwin Watson, "Have the Co-ops Been Oversold,"
The Christian Century
.
(June 16, 1937) p.771.
..
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to say that the success that cooperation will have with its
planning will be proportional to its size and pov/er.
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CHAPTER VII.
STATISTICAL STUDY OF CONSUMERS ’ COOPERATIVES IN THE
UNITED STATES
Before deciding whether cooperation has become or will
become a success in .America it would be well to take a look
at cooperatives as they stand today. The Monthly Labor Re-
view has followed a policy of keeping its readers informed
as to the progress of the consumers’ cooperative movement.
The following statistics and material, unless otherwise noted,
1
are taken from this publication. The figures were gathered
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and represent the r ost com-
plete study ever made in the cooperative field.
Consumer s 1 Cooperatives as Employers
In considering these statistics it is important to note
that seventy-two and five-tenths per cent of the total con-
sumers’ cooperative trade ?/as carried on in places of less
than five thousand population where living costs are probably
lower and methods of business less we 11-advanced.
Most cooperatives now have a definite plan for taking
care of their employees. They carry on personnel work in
the form of training and in the use of definite wage and hour
scales; the latter vary a great deal throughout the United
States and are somewhat less favorable than in private indus-
try. It is quite common to find employees meeting with the
~
'•cooperative' Associations as Employers," Monthly
Labor Review
.
(September, 1938) pp.485-r99.
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management to adjust disputes and to help him understand the
problems of their work. The Bureau’s survey estimates the
number of full tine workers in the retail distributive field
at fifteen thousand, and the payroll at seventeen and one
quarter million dollars in 1956. The wholesales employed
seven hundred and forty-seven men and women at a cost of
eight hundred and. forty-six thousand dollars. About half
( for t7f-seven per cent) of the stores were employing one to
three workers. Thirteen per cent had ten or more employees
each, and the combined average was six point five workers each
Table II shows the average annual earnings of coopera-
tive employees. These figures include the executive’s salary
as well as that of the regular workers
.
The average per
capita earnings for all stores v/as one thousand, one hundred
and fifty-five dollars, although this was the general aver-
age, over two-fifths of the associations were paying v/ages
ranging from seven hundred to eleven hundred dollars a year.
The most common average hourly earnings was between
twenty-five and thirty cents. Some forty-three ner cent of
all the employees were earning from, twenty-five to forty
cents per hour . More than eight per cent of the total were
being paid less than fifty cents an hour.
A comparison of the weekly wages in cooperative and
private retail stores and in gasoline service stations showed
the following results:
Retail Stores
Gasoline Service Stations
Cooper *tive
-si 9. 04
23.54
Private
^20.17
24.95
..
.
table ii
'Average Annual Earnings of Employees in Retail
Distributive Cooperatives in 1956
'Geographic
All
Types
of
Assn.
Retail
Store
As sn
.
Petro-
leum
Assn.
Distri-
butive
Depts
.
MkSing
.
Assns
Cream-
eries
United States £1.155 ft &1 ,224. _&L*2Q8.
H
ftl-7.49!
New England 1*316 1*337
.. . „
—
|
906
Middle Atlantic 1,001 1,059 1,186 856
East North Central 1*138 963 1,345 904 1.170
West North Central 1,155 852 1,146 891 2.054
South Atlantic 783 783
—
East South Central 869 856 1,050
West South Central 858 778 916 881
Mountain 990 949 983 1,382
.
.
—
Pacific 1.506 l,130j 1.024 1.379 1.263
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The average wage of the cooperative is about five per
cent below that in private employment in the sane line: by
1937 they had improved somewhat. Tatle III shows a spot
check made in May of that year. The cooperative rate is
uniformly below the private rate in groceries, but in res-
taurants the cooperative exceeds the private business. This
is because of a very well-developed chain of cooperative
restaurants in the city of Chicago.
The hours of labor are even less favorable to the coop-
erative society. The average weekly working time for all
types was forty-nine and five-tenths hours. Except for gar-
ages all service groups had average weekly hours of forty-
eight or less, while the distributive groups, except in the
creameries, worked over forty-eight hours a week. About
sixty-two per cent of retail store employees and fifty-six
per cent of petroleum association employees were working
fifty-four hours or more per week. In the larger societies
the working hours are usually forty-eight per week.
The cooperative average of fifty-five hours per week in
retail stores is eight and nine-tenths hours more than indi-
viduals in private employment are worked. For petroleum
associations the c operatives exceed private business by nine
and four-tenths hours per week. This is over an hour a day
more for the cooperative worker. Some of the spread is ac-
counted for by the rural location of the cooperative stores.
Comparing the urban co-op with the urban store shows the
cooperative society with as high or higher rates.

TABLE III
Average Hourly Rates Paid by Cooperatives and -rivate
Organizations in May, 1957.
Occupation Chicago. 111.
St. Louis Count
Missouri
Northern
Wisconsin.
Co-op
Rate
Private
Rate
Co-op
Rate
Erivat
Rate
CO-op
Rate
Erivate
Rate
Grocery Stores cents cents cents cents cents
.
cents..
Managers 44.6 61.4 57.5
. cnl_
Branch Mgrs
.
41.6
Bookeepers
,
Male 37.3 41.8 46.9 48.6 a)
Bookeepers
Female 24.6 32.4 32.6 39.1 a>
Clerks
,
Male 32.9 34.2
.
30.9 31.0 34.5 46.3
Clerks
Female 26.6 34.4 24.4 23.3 27.7 33.3
Meat
Cutters
.
50.8 54,8 46.6 48.9 41.6 66.7
Truck
. Drivers.. 40.5 31,8 36.5 43.2 44.4
... . -
Restaurants 1
Cooks
,
Male 50.6
r
~
Cooks
,
Femal 5 38.9
—
Dishwashers 27.9 19.2
Waiters 39.6
j
Waitresses 29.2 24.9
7l7 No Dat
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The consumers’ cooperative employees have formed, a
Cooperative Workers’ Union which has received little recogni-
tion and less success because it is feared as a company union
by the employees. Many of the rural or farm members are not
in favor of unions and frown on any attempt at organization.
Except for this type of member, most are sympathetic or ex-
press no opposition. The small number of individuals employed
per unit makes it difficult to carry on any of the usual union
practices: it is rather a matter of personal contact.
From such returns as v/ere made regarding vacations, sick
leave, and occasional time off during working hours indicated
that the cooperatives as a rule are more liberal in their
treatment of employees. They also provide the benefit of
stable employment with the average time served quite long.
To return for a moment to Europe, a slightly better
situation exists. "It is pretty well established that the
consumer cooperatives thoughout Europe, on the average, nay
in cash, vacations, and sick and old age benefits, some ten
to fifteen per cent more, job for job, than does private
1
business." There the movement has set a standard to which
the unions have in many cases succeeded in rising conditions
outside the movement. The difference is greater in the dis-
tributive field than in the producing trades where labor is
well-organized. Most of the cooperatives employ chiefly
union men, have collective agreements, and arbitration boards
1. Jacob Baker, Cooperative Enterprise, pp. 11^-113.
New York: The Vanguard Press, 1937.
*
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which can handle the few labor disputes that arise. In Eng-
land especially, there is a close relationship between labor1
1
and cooperation.
European cooperatives have progressed much further in
their labor policies than have those in America. Here the
movement is younger, less well-developed, and hardly in a
position to come forth as the leader in instigating labor
reforms. An honest effort is being made with every increase
in grcwth of business and membership. The future may find
then in a position to carry out the idealistic principles
they have set up for themselves.
Consumers ' Cooperative s in Amer ica in 1956
Again, it has been the Bureau of Labor Statistics that
has 1 een the primary source of information. Here the figures,
unless otherwise noted, are taken from a digest appearing in
2
Bus iue s s Week for April 23, l'>39.
In general the retail stores are found in almost every
state in the Union. The leading section, hov/ever, is still
in the North Central States, v/ith lesser growth recorded in
New England, the Middle Atlantic States, California, and
Washington. In the Middle West the petroleum associations
have reached their greatest development, the East and Mountain
States t eing less receptive to this type of cooperation.
1 . Report'
‘
of the ’ Inqu"’ ry oh Cooperative Enterprise in
Europe -
-
1957
,
p.3. Washington: The Government
Printing Office, 1937.
. ’’Census Shows Big Co-op Gain," Busine ss Week,
(April 23, 1938 ) pp. 17-18.
2
.
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In 1933 there were one thousand, eight hundred and fifty-
four consumers' societies with a membership of three hundred
twenty-eight thousand, tv/o hundred, and seventy-eight selling
goods at retail. By 1936 there were three thousand, six hun-
dred of these cooperatives with a total membership o ^ six-
hundred seventy-seven thousand, seven hundred and fifty doing
a ret il business of one hundred eighty-two million, six
hundred and eighty-five thousand dollars. Tv/o thousand, four
hundred of the t ree thousand, six hundred were store asso-
ciations or buying clubs, with a membership of three hundred
thirty thousand, fi ,re hundred, and a business of one hundred
seven million, tv/o hundred and fifty thousand dollars. The
rest, one thousand, one hundrec and fifty, sold petroleum
products to three hundred and twenty-five thousand members
to the value of sixty-nine million, nine hundred and eighty
-
five thousand dollars. The other fifty distributive groups
had twenty-two thousand, two hundred and fifty members, and
did five million, four hundred and fifty thousand dollars
worth of business.
There were, in addition, some five hundred and twenty-
nine associations providing such services as medical care,
housing, burial, ad serving of meals. They had one hundred
fifty-five thousand, two hundred and ninety-three members,
and did a business of five million, fifteen thousand dollars.
Thus, we find the total of one hundred and eighty-eight mil-
lion dollars worth of sales, of which nearly sixty per cent
originated in the local retail stores. These ure combined
'
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into twenty regional wholesale societies, and two "super"
wholesales doing a business of thirty-seven million, two
hundred and seventy-eight thousand dollars.
Most of these retail distributive societies had a small
membership. In the case of the stores the average was two
hundred and nineteen, for the petroleum associations, three
hundred and thirty- five. The combined average for all con-
sumer societies was two hundred and fifty-seven. Of the total
number of organizations, about seventy per cent had less than
two hundred and fifty, and only tliree and five -tenths per
cent had a membership of one thousand or more, which would
2
be called a fair-sized association in Great Britain.
The petroleum associations rank first in number of mem-
bers with about half of the existing cnouerators. The retail
stores come next with forty per cent, and the rest is dis-
tributed between buying clubs and service groups. The North
Central States, mentioned above, contributed over seventy per
cent of the total business transacted by the co-ops in 1936.
Of the one thousand eight hundred and two societies re-
porting actual figures on their year’s record, about half
made sales in excess of twenty-five thousand dollars; and
two of them passed the million mark. The average for all
associations was eighty-one thousand, one hundred and sjx
dollars. Of the number reporting eight hundred and fifty-
1. Florence E. Parker
,
''Consumers ' Cooperation In the
United States 1920-1936,” Monthly Labor Revi ew.
( Augus t
,
1938) p
.
228
.
2. Ibid., p.232.
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eight were retail stores with sales of seventy-one million,
and twenty-seven thousand dollars, or an average of eighty-
two thousand, sever, hundred and eighty- three . The petroleum
associations, numbering seven hundred and twenty, only avei^age
seventy thousand, five hundred and. twenty-nine dollars.
Although many of the stores handle other commodities
than just groceries, this average annual sales figure is in
striking contrast to the figure of eleven thousand, seven
hundred and sixty dollars reported in 193d by the Census of
Business for all grocery stores. Equally impressive is the
average earnings figure of three thousand, two hundred and
twenty-nine dollars for store associations in 1936. This is,
hov/ever, definitely below the average of five thousand dol-
lars returned by the cooperative as a whole. Of the one
hundred and thirty-nine associations losing money, the average
was eight hundred and forty-six dollars.
Nine hundred and thirty-eight returned patronage divi-
dends to their members. None of the bakery, creamery, or
water supply associations paid dividends, wh le only thirty-
eight per cent of the retail cooperatives returned them, and
sixty-two and six tenths per cent of the petroleum society.
Of the nine hundred and thirty-eight, eight hundred and fifty-
one reported a total of four million, nine hundred and sixteen
thousand dollars, or an average of five thousand, seven hun-
dred and seventy-seven dollars. Seventy-five others reported
dividends ranging from one and one-lialf to seventeen per cent,
but failed to give the amount. The retail stores again fell
..
.
Ill
below the average with only three thousand, nine hundred and
three dollars.
r
’In the store associations, the nos t common rates of
refund v/ere between two and six per cent, whereas the petro-
leum association paid refunds ranging from five to six, and
ter to eleven Por c ent; those rates represented percentage
of sales.” The average received per member in retail stores
of all kinds was thirteen collars and forty-two cents; for
petroleum organizations, it was thirteen dollars and eighty-
seven cents. Some of the most loyal individual members re-
ceived as high as one hundred and fifty dollars.
The cooperatives evaluated their net assets at forty-six
million dollars, and their net worth at thirty-seven million
dollars, a rather small figure. Of the total number of asso-
ciations forty-five per cent were worth less than ten thou-
sand dollars, and another thirty per cent were worth less
than twenty-five thousand dollars.
The growth since 1933 has been more rapid than ever
before, with one thousand, seven hundred and. thirty-six more
associations and an additional membership of three hundred
forty-nine thousand, four hundred and seventy-two. The
growth has been more or less of an up-and-down affair in re-
verse ratio to the rise of prosperity or fall in depression.
The increase continued through the recession, and in 1937 it
was estimated tr ere v/ere between six and seven thousand retail
1 . Florence b. Parker, op. cit.. p.232.
.
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cooperative stores doing about one and five tenths per cent
1
of the national business, a gain of twenty p< r cent over 1936.
Those that adhere to basic social and economic principles of
the cooperative movement seem to be the most successful.
Finally, the occupational group which leads in number
and membership is still the farmers. Their societies in 1936
totaled one thousand, one hundred and seventy-three, over
twenty-five per cent of all societies with three hundred three
thousand, eight hundred and ninety-nine members, about thirty-
2
six per cent of all cooperators. Nevertheless, the labor
and white collar classes are contributing more and more to
the increasing, number of societies and supporters.
The present situation has been attributed to many things,
the most important of which may be pointed out. The newer
organizations arise after a more formal study of the situa-
tion. The proper educational work is carried through with
the members relying more on facts and figures than exaggerated
claims or pure idealism. The American Cooperative League’s
membership has grown from two hundred in 1920 to fifteen
hundred in 1936. The business practices of the consumer
cooperatives are a great deal more efficient and honest.
The stock turn has increased from three to four times a year
to ten and thirteen times.
There is still room for improvement as some are content
to rest on their success and fail to get new members or to
IT rrCo-ons Gained 20^ "Last Year , '* Business Week,
(February 26, 1938) p.23.
2. Florence E. Parker, op. cit., p.236.
.’
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carry on proper educational work. Many allow the responsi-
bility and authority to fall into the hands of the manager
or interested fe\7. Too often the average capitalization is
still too snail to realize the potential success that could
1
be achieved.
The "typical" American co-op in 1936 had between one
hundred and two hundred and fifty members; did a business
of between twenty-five and a hundred thousand dollars: and
2
is located in the ttorth Central States.
1. Florence K. Parker, o^. cit., p.23d.
2. "Taking Stock of Consumers in Business,
Guide
.
(July, 1939) pp. 14-15.
Consni iers
'
-
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CHAPTER VIII.
THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES.
There are several questions as yet undiscussed, but
quite important to the final analysis itself. Not of suffi-
cient value to be given separate treatment, they are placed
under this general heading in order that all material may
be included.
Objectives
The objects of the various movements here and in Europe
are quite important if there is to be any cooperation between
the' countries. Most of the consigners ’ cooperatives adhere
to the basic principles and the fundamental purpose of saving
money, but from there on the general objectives or policies
differ widely.
The "English and Scottish consumers 1 cooperatives look
to the ultimate abolition of private profit; to the esta-
blishment of a cooperative commonwealth in which all busi-
ness will be done by consumers* cooneratives
,
or divided
1
between the cooperatives and the state.” Under this set-up
the national income except for the fixed return on capital
would be paid in wages and salaries, with profits not being
distributed, but accruing from the lower prices.
In Sweden the purpose is to serve as a yardstick of
1. Report of the Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise in
Europe -1957
,
p.2. Washington: The Government
Printing Office, 1957.
-. .
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price. All they hope to do is to secure enough business to
insure a fair price and to abolish all monopoly or price -fix-
ing. They believe it to be more effective than tie usual
anti-trust laws. Switzerland’s cooperatives have much the
sane motive, but confine it mostly to the retail field.
1
The Czechoslovakian, as well as the English and Scottish
cooperative movement, as a distinctly noticeable socialistic
tinge, looking forward to a socialistic state where the co-ops
shall become the distributive, anci to some extent, the pro-
ductive agencies of the government.
Others foresee the state divided betv/een consumers’ co-
operation and some few remaining governmental agencies. Some
hope for complete control of all productive and distributive
enterprise. Denmark's cooperatives hope only to save money.
While the United States is none too well developed, its
primary objective is the saving of money.
The individual countries have different purposes and
objectives in the promotion of cooperation. Anyone discuss-
ing the progress, savings, etc., should consider what the
primary purpose has teen, and whether or not it has been, or
will be, achieved. These aims also set definite limitations
teyonc which the movements cannot be expected to go. English
or Scottish cooperatives will attempt to grow continually
while Swedish or Swiss cooperatives will te satisfied if
prices are kept at the proper lexrel. The United States
~lT Ho longer a stated and under domination of Hitler
may result in the destruction of cooperation.
..
.
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movement will seen to progress only where it can save money
or get tetter goods at a lower cost.
This sets definite limits to the protable growth here
in America. As the need arises the societies will te started.
The need, however, must come from the strictly economic mo-
tive. This does not preclude all social objectives, tut
merely assigns them to a minor position.
Effec t on National Economy
There are several effects that cooperation may be ex-
pected to have on the national economy of a country. How
great each shall te must depend on how far the movement has
advanced and how large a per cent of the national business
is done under the consumer cooperatives.
One of the first is to encourage cash trading among the
people. The credit syster must result in higher costs be-
cause of the addition to the price which nay be expected
due to losses from poor credit. One author speaking about
the almost complete abolition of the credit system in Sweden,
said: "this is perhaps the greatest of all the contributions
to the nation’s welfare that the cooperative movement has
1
made
•
M
There, too, the consumers’ societies have been success-
ful in keeping price down, and thereby protecting the buyer
against monopolies, cartels, and trusts.
1 Jacob Baker, Cooperative Enterprise
,
p.137. New
York: The Vanguard Press, 1937.
.
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Many of the cooperatives are nothing more than an exten-
sion of the family econoray. It is a method, of correlating
industry with the family by retaining or restoring its con-
trol. Many activities carried on by the families are now
centralized, but still under their control as In the case of
bakeries, creameries, etc.
Consumers * co-ops, by leveling price fluctuations and
reducing speculation, nave had a definitely stabilizing in-
fluence on business. How great this can be, of course, de-
pends on the size of the movement and the fields in which it
is active. In any case they tend to raise and lower prices
only when absolutely necessary and not with each slight turn
in the market.
The greater bargaining power placed in the consumers’
hands makes it possible for them to keep prices down to cost.
The fair price, which is one object of any economic system,
is attained without the difficulty and expense of government
control. Other advantages of thrift, savings, initiative,
etc., have an important and beneficial effect on the national
economy.
President Roosevelt and the Cooperatives
As pointed out in the case of Italy and Germany, the
influence of the government is exceedingly important In any
discussion that attempts to summarize or point to the future.
The United. States is certainly no exception. Up to the
present the attitude of the government has been one of mild
interest with little active support. In the case of marketing
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cooperatives the contrary is true; there the Department of
Agriculture has aided and encouraged the farriers to unite.
President Roosevelt’s ’’attitude is that consumers’ co-
operation is something that must start with the consumer where
1
he feels he needs it, and not with Congress.” He is rather
strong in his advocation of the cooperative principles, but
has made only a few attempts at establishing any societies.
All the government seems likely to do is to give them pub-
licity in their reports, and stand ready to loan them money
if and when there is proper security. The government is also
prepared to take the side of the cooperatives against any
chain or retail organization that may attempt to pass laws
to harass or hinder their growth.
At Hightstown, Hew Jersey and Greenbelt, Maryland, the
President has installed the cooperative principles. At the
former there is under development a resettlement project for
garment workers who receive a house and plot of ground. The
local cooperative factory offe s then employment, and a chance
to earn a living. Finding it difficult to market their goods,
they have undertaken the setting up of a wholesale to carry
on this function.
In Greenbelt, the government’s big housing development,
the attempt is being r ade to establish a cooperative system
of stores and services. The late Edward Filene, being deeply
interested in the consumers’ cooperative movement, ;ave one
~~T~. ^Consumer Cooperatives
,
,r
~Fortnne
.
(March, 193V)
p. 13:-}.
*.
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million dollars to the Consumers’ Distributive Corporation
to assist in the financin'- of department stores. Since its
establishment the C.D.C. has not made any attempts at sup-
porting the development of the stores. Instead of pushing
the movement through the department stores, it has attempted
to help any cooperative societies.
The C.D.C.
,
at the request and with the aid of the gov-
ernment, has stepped in to "finance the establishment of all
the business enterprises in the new town, and will supervise
their operation until such time as the original funds are re-
1
paid by the sale of stock to Greenbelt residents." All are
to operate as one cooperative with the members controlling
the enterprises and receiving savin s-returns from all of them
The Consumers’ Service, Inc., the subsidiary of the C.D.C
first built a modern self-service food store with meat, gro-
cery, fruit, and vegetable departments; a service station and
garage; a barbershop; and a drug store. Later cane a theatre,
general merchandise store, beauty parlor, shoe repair shop,
valet service, and laundry agency. The grocery and drug
stores carry a full stock of both co-op and advertised brands.
When the food store first opened in December, 1937, it
lost money due to the thin population; however, by May, 1938,
it was in the black and sales had reached two thousand., eight
hundred of the estimated six thousand dollars a week. Al-
though sales were evenly split between branded and cooperative
T7 "Government Backs Cooper tives ,
'
Business Week.
(September 11, 1937) p.30.
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goods, it was expected that the latter would reach two-third
of the whole by the time full volume business was being done.
The progress has been slow, but is expected to improve
as the homes fill up. "Greenbelt Stores, cooperative enter-
prise at the government’s big housing development near here
(Washington), operated at a loss of eleven thousand six hun-
dred and ninety-seven dollars from the time of opening in
2
October, 1037
,
to the close of 1938.” This figure, an aver-
age of seven hundred and eighty dollars per month, is not
tad considering the newness of the experiment and its short
time for building up of trade. There seems little doubt of
its successful operation in the future.
President Roosevelt’s attitude is one of helpfulness.
He thinks that the movement has been very successful in
Sweden and would like to 3ee it duplicated here if possible.
Nevertheless, he does not believe in philanthropic efforts,
but feels that the action, to be a success, must come from
the people themselves.
Advantages and Problems of the Cooperative Movement in Europe
When President Roosevelt became so interested in the
cooperative movement he sent a commission to Europe to study
the consumers’ cooperative and prepare a report which would
indicate the course to be followed in the United States.
When the committee returned, they could come to agreement
1 . ,rCo-op Stores Grow in Greenbelt," Business Week.
(May 14, 1938) p.18.
2. The Boston Traveler
.
(February 15, 1939) p.10.
H
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only on a few major points, one of which was the advantages
and problems of cooperative enterprise. In the published
report each member wrote his own opinion, and no attempt was
made at uniform recommendations. In ''lew of the subject of
this paper, their opinion is given here for the purpose of
comparison.
’'Cooperative accomplishments in Europe:
1. Reductions in cost of retailing with advan-
tages accruing to consumers, thus making
possible more saving and higher standards
of living, and contributing to economic
stability.
2. Promotion of thrift: increasing economic
security of members.
5. Education in intelligent buying, family
budgeting and general economics.
4. Better citizenship, the result of widely
diffused ownership of an important democra-
tic business enterprise.
5. Effective control of monopoly by coopera-
tive competition.
6. Comparatively high labor standards.
"Cooperative problems--not yet fully solved are:
1. Securing a larger percentage of the trade
of their members.
2. Indue ng local societies to concentrate
their buying more in cooperative wholesale
societies
.
3. Increasing democratic control by making
it easier for their members to vote.
4. Improving relations with farmers.
5. Meeting chain stoz^e competition when (as
in England) recent legislation has removed
the cooperatives’ tax exemption on surplus.
6. Holding their own in competition while
maintaining trade -uni on standards.
7. Wise investment of growing surplus funds.
8. Finding out how to adopt the good prac-
tices of private business without the bad."l
The first of the four accomplishments are quite similar
1 . Report of the Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise in
Europe -1937
,
up. 4-5. ' Washington: The Government
Printing Office, 1937.
.
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to, and Included under, the discussion of the benefits of
Anerican cooperatives. The last two are indirectly discussed
and presented in the other benefits. Effective control of
monopoly is not as important here because of our anti-trust
and fair trade laws.
The problems are generally different because of the
greater size and longer existence of the European movement.
The problem of securing a larger percentage of trade or
greater loyalty and interest is a difficulty every consumers'
cooperative must meet. The question of inducing local so-
cieties to patronize the v/holesale, increasing democratic
control, and investing surplus funds wisely do not arise as
often here as abroad. The local cooperatives may in the fu-
ture have these problems just as England does today. However,
at present they are less important than the problems of or-
ganization, interest, etc. Improving relations with the
farmer, meeting chain store competition, and finding out ho
w
to adopt the good practices of private business without the
bad are just as vitally important to Americans as to a Euro-
pean consumers' cooperative. If they could overcome these
hurdles, many of the rest would cone easy. The questions of
maintaining trade-union standards is not of much consequence
in the United States because the movement is much less closely
connected with labor. The members do not, In a majority, be-
long to unions, and the employees are not v/idely unionized.
So the cooperative movement here has achieved most of
the accomplishments and must meet most of the sane problems
as the European societies.
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CHAPTER IX.
CONCLUSION
The basic problen of modern civilization has been ana-
lysed as f,the distribution of adequate purchasing power so
that men and women can buy the good which science and tech-
nology can produce, thus supplying their own needs and making
1
it possible for production to continue at the maximum rate."
The ultimate purpose of consumers’ cooperation has been
toas3ist in the solution of this problem. Its aims and ob-
jectives have t een to t ring a larger income to the members
without sacrificing quality or service.
The most optimistic leaders look on cooperation as a
new economic order which will arise from the capitalistic
system. While it is granted that this may be the ultimate
goal of all cooperatives, it is certainly doubtful if the
movement will ever reach such proportions in the United
States. It developed in Europe because it served an economic
need and is developing in the United States only as it ful-
fills an economic need.
There is a real necessity in many sections of the coun-
try for cooperatives. They have grown rapidly among the
farmers in the past and are now taking hold among the labor-
ers and white collar workers. Certain benefits are to be
realized amorg the members of these societies.
In the first place, their standard of living is raised
~T~. RyIll's A. Goslin, Cooperatives
,
p.59. New York:
r,The Foreign Policy Association, 1938.
.
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by keeping prices down and increasing their purchasing power
through dividends and savings -returns . The cooperative so-
cieties insure good quality and tetter service at no added
expense. The r.enbers are given a nev/ interest in life, and
an outlet for their energies through the business meetings
of the societ;/-
,
and the social contacts that result from
such group action.
Hot only the actual members, but the rest of the family
are trained in cooperative principles and practices so they
too can understand the aims of the movement. Additional in-
formation and training is often provided: to the housewife
on proper buying methods, food, and diet; to the farmer on
the best uses for his cooperatively purchased and often coop-
eratively manufactured goods; to the children in other fields
than cooperation.
The individuals making up this society are trained to
assume responsibilities through their work on the various
management committees of the society. They are better citi-
zens because of the knowledge they gain of the problems of
any representative body. Often they step from cooperative
work into government service because of the experience they
have had in dealing v/ith people ana handling joint problems.
The control of the organization is democratic, giving
each an equal vote and a chance to express an opinion. The
cooperatively owned business is under the watchful eye of
every patron, and at any slip is sure to be checked by the
members. If a stockholder in the Standard Oil should receive
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poor treatment or service, it is doubtful if his objections
would change the practice of such a company. If a member of
a society of consumers does not receive the proper service
at his gasoline station, or even his store, he may go to the
general meeting and, after presenting his complaint, see it
remedied if there is proper justification.
Almost every cooperative is at le to secure a higher
turnover than a corresponding privately owned and operated
store. Quick turnover is the object of all efficient mer-
chandising and is possible under the cooperative system be-
cause of the relatively stable demands making it possible to
keep lower inventories than available to profit operated
concerns. Less money is invested for a shorter time, realiz-
ing a greater return on capital.
Consumers’ cooperatives decrease the antagonism between
classes and groups. When anyone employs himself or another
in similar work, he vill make every attempt to achieve ideal
working conditions. Cooperation brings together all groups
making it possil le to talk over their differences and work
together for the best possible conditions of employment
.
The American cooperatives do pay slightly lower wages than
the average and work longer hours, but this may be attributed
to the rural location and small size of most of the stores.
Pair competition is achieved without government control
through agents checking weights, methods of advertising, price
fixing, etc. No attempt is made to undersell and drive out
of business the competitors of cooperatives. They merely
Otf 8l M
.
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follow an educational program showing the savings that may
he made by joining the organization and participating in its
many functions.
Finally cooperatives seek to increase the international
goodwill by interchange of products and ideas. In the United
States are many stores that buy their goods directly or in-
directly through wholesalers, from cooperative organizations
in England and other European countries. Members of the
local, regional, and national associations participate in
international conferences where cooperative problems are
discussed. Whenever two people from different countries can
assemble for conferring on peaceful terns another step has
been taken toward international peace.
These are the very real and definite advantages that
are being realized wherever cooperation is being successfully
carried on. Gladstone, the eminent British statesman, once
said, "There has not been a better thing done in this coun-
1
try, in my opinion, than the establishment of cooperation."
The problems that must be met are by no means unsur-
passa^le. The solution to most of them has been offered in
the proceeding text. Education, use of proper method^ and
loyalty will solve the difficulties of the individual
societies
.
The opposition of vested interests, competition of chain
stores, problems of administration, and relations betv/een
1. Emerson P. Harris,' Co-operation : The Hope of the
Consumer
,
p.92. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1918.
.
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societies, may be net, if not solved, by following efficient
business practices and developing the loyalty and interest
of the members. These are obstacles that nay be overcome by
practical, logical effort without giving way to an idealism
that overlooks detail. Branding is a question for all or for
each society to settle according to demands in the various
lines of goods.
The fact that cooperatives are dependent on capitalism
has proved to be, in practice, of little importance. Sweden
and England have shown beyond any doubt that consumers’ so-
cieties may do much as the;/- please without facing a union of
the capitalistic businesses. They encounter various branches
at different times, but never a united front.
The final problem is the opposition of the state. It
is quite true that at the present time and probably in the
near future there is little chance of interference from the
government. As Ion; as there is true democracy in this coun-
try there v/ill be no wholesale attack on cooperation. It is
the r esponsibili ty of the cooperative movement to join in
every effort to insure the retention of the American ideals.
Dictatorship in Germany and Italy resulted in curtailment
and destruction of the cooperative societies.
What the future of cooperation will be is fairly cer-
tain. It will never replace the economic order so firmly
entrenched in this country. What its job v/ill really be is
to plug the holes and fill the gaps wherever private business
lags behind or oversteps its ri^ht.
.*
.
,
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Under these conditions the cooperatives may be expected
to grow and thrive. What has been said of the Maynard Society
might apply to all American cooperatives. This society
"started in the only way in which successful
consumers’ cooperatives have ever been started
either in America or anywhere else in the
world. A group of like-minded people, of trie
sane social and economic status, fairly sta-
bilized in one locality, with the sane need
for finding ways to economize, and all of simi-
lar taste, pooled their own resources on their
own initiative anc at the same time pooled
their racial common sense and practical frugal-
ity. They started at the bottom and grey/ to
their present dimensions step by step, with
.every member watching and having a voice in
every step. M l
Cooperation succeeds only when it is started by the
people because of a real need for greater purchasing power;
hence, its growth among the farmers. Too often -high-minded
individuals attempt to organize a cooperative because they
can foresee the future benefits it may bring. They forget
to consider the more materialistic questions as to the
economic feasibility of the idea.
In England, where consumers’ cooperative include fifty
per cent of the families, the low-profit, multiple unit
store is showing a steady increase in numbers and business.
’.Vhen this is true of a country where cooperation is so firmly
seated, there appears some idea of the problems facing the
local cooperative in this country. Efficient methods and
proper education may hold the cooperatives even, but they
1. Frank P. Stockbridge
,
"Co-opera t ion Can't Be Done
with Mirrors,” The Saturday Evening Post.
(October 17, 1956"T p.98.
.;
.
.
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can not drive the chain store out of business.
Cooperation will develop in the United States as con-
sumer education and intelligence increase. If the income of
the people continues to fall, the movement may show a sharp
rise. However, once prosperity returns, the support of the
people will fall off.
Combined real necessity with the practice of the tasic
principles and cooperation will succeed. Under our present
systei consumers’ cooperation must he content to hover on
the outskirts, but never replace the profit store.
.
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